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LOOK

-FOB-

Luge and Well Selected Stock

GENERAL

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant

W. F.

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

GOVE & CO.,

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed lor style njxi make in the city.
Also a Fine asssortment of

Commission Merchants,

Gents’

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus.
DRIED APPLES, &c.
Xo. 3 Lime Street,
Portland, Me.
Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
of Produce.
sep20dlyr

ROSS &

FERRY,
PLASTERERS.

Shirt
CUT

ORNAMENTAL

P A N T
At

A

CASS1MERE,

TO

And Gents’

Manufac turers ot and

88 mid 60 Middle

and

One

CRAM k

STURTEVANT,

and.

Double

D AN A &

FREE OF

price*

8alt,

CLIFFORD,

of

LAW,

Patents,

Wo. 108 Middle Street.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 2B—dtf

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L U M B E R!
MAKER

Pumps

OF

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Closets,

Store,

Sherman,..

1.00

Sheridan,.
Mrs. Lincoln,.

1.00

President Johnson,.

1.00

A

EVERY

Eight by Ten.$1.50
Ditto in

Rosewood and Gilt,.

The Public

can now

to

PORTLAND, ME.
jtineltf

Nov

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

llOV9’G5dtf

SINGER’S

LINEN

GENTS’ LINEN
Manner,

CO.,

Got up in the Best Possible
A.t

Agents,
Middle Street.

1*4 aud 50

Needles and Trimmings always
marl8tf

on

And

ANDERSON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

Law,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Woodbury Davis,
Mo.i-s M. Duller, f
Dec 7—dtf
I

Satisfaction Guaranteed in ail Cases.

W.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
d&wtf
Temple Street.

Counsellors

Notice,

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

JOHN F.

at

Hllort

C. BARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to clcasing Bed and

liand.

BUTLER,

St.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.

SEWING MACHINES!

weoDmAwrTRUE

Hanover

36

FOR

sure

|

COBB,

C.

Messrs. PEARSON
HAVING
Carts, intends

their

City

the

Retail

& SMITH,
to carry on the

At N«. 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
lavo ©d with the patronage of their former custom-

NEAT,

And

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

Federal

COMPOSITION,
—

AND

Gravel

—

Roofing

FOB

SALE l

Christmas Presents !
WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL,

CHEAP FOB CASH, BY

W, 1J>. ROBINSON.
20 Exchange Street.

&

PORTLAND

SON,
MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

for flat hoofs.
E. IIERSEV, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

NOTES

No. 35 Exchange Street,

Parties in the State

BEPAIRINO neatly done at short notioe.
nov20eodtf

Chas. A. Rackleff & Go.,

stock of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers!
we think, (without fear of being contragreater tn) give our friends and the
elseducements to give us a call before
where, and for many other reasons: First, our exlois
our
store
are
penses
we shall adhere
cated, convenient tor all.

public
purchasing

centrally

sirictly to the PAY D©WN SYSTEM, and being
determined to be os good as our word we defy all
competition, and w ill not be undersold at any rate.
N. B.—The old stock of the late Mr. Gerrish we
have marked down to Less than Half the Cos!, and
would invite the attention of the ladies who are in
want of House Shoes or Slippers to look at them im-

mediately, and by so doing they will secure the best
bargains.
ty Remember, corner of Brown and Congress Sts.
CHAS. A. RACKLEFF & CO.

30—eod&wtf_

PTOWN~

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 333 Congress Street.
BELL’S

be found one of tbe best .elected stock*
ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS thnt can be
found in thlB city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Ureen St.

CAN

SAMUEL BELL.
24—dtl

Oeoking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kintL* of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron,

in

quantities

to suit.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated
Magee Furnaces and Stoves.
Orders from the Country respectfully solicitaug9dti
edT Job Work done to order,
Hr

Merchants,

West India, Bio, and Ship Lumber.
facilities for

getting

Lumber and from

long experience in the business, we believe we
can defy all competition in tilling Ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to
and from the interior.
our

REFERENCES—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin dfc Hardee, E. C. Wade Co., Savannah;
dc4dtf
Fling & Drew, Portland.

SOUTHERN

PINE!

&

RENICK,
/COMMISSION MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway. New
Vj York, execute orders for Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on tbe most
to

BRADFORD

quanti-

---

Corner Brown and Congress Sts.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
most respectfully give notice to their
friends and the public that they have bought
the stock and taken the store recently occupied by
the late WM. GERRISH, and secured the services
of Mr. CALEB S SMALL to select and buy our

IN

small

!

Grreat

HAMULI.

desiring large or

I

ised.

Third,

Strips!

WHITTEN Sc SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28— d3m

Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1865.

FURNACES, RANGES,

moulding

ties of
Weather Strips and Mouldings!
Will please address the undersigned, through-whom
all orders will be filled fbr the State of mafne;
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
In all
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Agents Wanted throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.

PUNCTUALITY Is the motto of this establish,
mcnt, and all work ready for delivery when prom-

FOR

all dolavorable terms. Shipments made direotly
mestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
lUmi-h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
sawn to order.
oolM3m

Inducements

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

mHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oJ
1 desirable building lots in the West End or the

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramliall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf building, on
subscribers,

MERRILL

$100.00
or

Reward I

taken through mistake from Commer-

cial Wharf,
STOLEN

Three Hhds. Cienfhegros Molasses,
No. 66,
Gauge, 149.
No. 31,
Gauge, 145.
No. 104,
Gaugo, 143.
Whoever will
be found,
dressing

can

give information where the property
will receive the above reward
adby

THOS. LYNCH, or
BRIGGS & CRESSEY.

14—dtf_

_

Pitch, Tar, Turpentine <£• Lumber.
^ DO AAO acres yellow pine TIMLUU.UUU BER LAND IN GEORGIA,

contains the finest body of native growth
nnculled Yellow Pine Timber on this continent,—
Two railroads to Brunswick and Savannah, run
tlirough it, as also the Satilla and Altamaha Rivers,
The timber is unsurpassed, the soil and climate excellent, and it is otiered very low. Title unquestionable. For maps and particulars apply to
G. D. ROGERS,
Basement 142 Broadway, New York.
decI9dlw
This tract

Copartnership.
undersigned have formed
name

KINO

a

and firm of

&

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general H ABDW ARE BUSINESS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING,
J, D, DEXTER,
Portland, Sept. 22,1885,
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm
sep29 *65 tf

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’,
In lots to suit pnrchasers.
Homestead Farm, containing .bont 126
superior up-land, Wing the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
of
Enquire Seth Scommon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodflUtwtf
AAA

Also the
acres very

of
fj h
‘f«“ <*. ..W

Terms-$S,00 jxr

Skirto,

year <M

Mn,

eom_

aJl.aMf<

GT Beading Matter on all Four
Pages.

Ladies* Under- Vests,

High Prices. [1.]

choise cuts at from ten to fifteen cents a
pound. Surely we do have high prices, independent of ail inflation of the paper currency,
because if paid in gold the pi ices rule from
fifty to seventy-five per cent, higher than before the war. When gold was quoted at
2.80,
so that a paper dollar was worth but
thirty
odd cents, prices ruled much lower than now
when gold is quoted at 1.45, and a paper dollar is worth sixty-nine cents, and we find the
cause in the new and
pressing demand which
has
sprung up, and not in an inflated currency, for the currency is
very much less inflated
now than
then, when Government was manufacturing it almost without limit to pay off our
troops and to meet other unavoidable expenses
of the war, and when the
process of absorption into bonds was slow and sometimes al-

SMALL

GOODS!

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,

„.

PRICE CURRENT
Shoes,

$500,000,

India Rubber

published

names

might

Emporium!

E£T~No Blanks—Every purchaser gets

an

of value.
Parties

article

dealing with ns may depend on having
prompt returns, and the article drawn will be immesent
to any address by return mail or express.
diately
Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed In all
Cases*
Six Certificates for $1, Thirteen for[$2; Thirtvthree for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send tor a Circular
All letters should be addressed
T. BENTON 6l CO.,
Box 5567 Poet Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, )
District of Maine, ss.
J
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court
within and for the District of Maine, I
hereby give
notice that the ioilowing Libel has beon Bled
n said Court, viz:
A Libel against 170 gallons qf
Gin, with seventeen Kegs containing the same; seven
Kegs, containing seventy gallons qf Whiskey; one Keg, containing
ten gallons qf Alcohol; ten Barrels
qf Pickled Herrings ; seized by the Collector of the District of Passamaquoddy, on the twenty-seventh day of November, at Eastport, in said District.

PURSUANT
f>ublic

" muu 'uiuif was

lor a oreacu ol the

_FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to

an-

they ore manufacturing and
(^keep constantly on hand
nounce

v

that

Piano Fortes,
with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
which
are
Fortes, unong

Steinway

<£•

Sons, of New

All Instruments gold by
satisfaction.
Pianoi to be

let,

us

are

York.
warranted to give

a

supply of those

TT nder-Flannels,
Selling

P:

so

At 113
6—dtf

ruduFT

old stand,

SINCE
Worcester Passenger Station,
and
beautiful Halls

our

over

Boston and Maine

St*

BANCROFT.

the recent fire at

large

the

we

the
have taken the

Passenger

over

Station

Haymarket Square,
where

goods.

we

Splendid TOY BOOKS, such as have
in this market.

Gift

have opened with

a new

and

fresh stock of

Our stock, mostly manufactured by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest

ourselves,

In

Designs,comDRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
prising
ROOM and CHAMBER

In every variet', cannot foil to command the favor of
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to QualStyle or Price.
ity^
Evorv article warranted as recommended. Grateful for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the fovors ot our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3mos
Boston, September 30,1805.

rjIHR best

in

the City.

on

Glass !

Also, MBLALNOTTPES

A. M. McKENXEl’S
Oct 3—eod*eow3ra

181 Congress St,

been

seen

are

the

and in

ject,—and yet

SCHOOL
are

BOOKS

will be sold at

SABBATH
Deo 8—d3w

SCHOOL

to tar-

fy hunger,

LIBRARIES.

PEARSON «fc SMITH
Will still continue to manufacture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakery, 15 and IT
Willow Street.

fore purchasing elsewhere. -Particular attention paid

Small

selection of
part of the

possibly

profits and quick returns.
1865.
dcl4dtf

CHAS.

W.

THE

....

NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me
Decembor 19. dtl

WAR!

lation of all prices,

as though barter were a
thing unknown.
5. If we gather the idea here involved
clearly, it is this: that high prices should be
forced down by creating a scarcity of money,
and thus rendering the process of obtaining it

.»a

n.

Headley’s Bay’s Life sf
VICE-ADMIRAL D. G. FARJRAGUT.
1 vol., 16mo. Fancy cloth. 359 pages. Five Illustrations.
Price $1.50.
The above are nnlfjrm, and complete the Library
»* s Modem American
Heroes,"by F. C. Headley
of Pul* four volumes have
already been publisher
viz.: Generals Grant,
Sheehan, Mitchell, and
Capt. Ericsson, the inventor: new editions of which
are ready. TUe six volumes can bo had in sots, in
neat box, firming a most Invaluable
Library for Bovs
and Young Men, or In separate volumes.

WM. H

..

difficult. “Ask a half dollar for such a bird as
that?” said a newly arrived Paddy in the provision

market, pointing

to a

tempting plump

rooster, “why, shure, in my counthry you can
buy such for saxpence 1” “Why didn’t you
remain in your country, then f” inquired the

provision dealer.
Pat, “and wasu’t

BALE BY

A

to

destruction of all money would be the annihi-

Day.

Headley’s Bay’s Life af
GEN. P. H. SHERIDAN.
lvol., 16mo. Fancy cloth. 380 pages. Five illustrations. Price $1.50.

FOB

note of

doctrine will

found constantly on hand, or made to order.
All orders promptly attended to at

BAILEY

amount

sell, but to sell for cash, before this
acquire practical soundness.—
That the destruction of half the money might
affect prices we will not dispute, but not necessarily so. Money is an article of commercial convenience not of absolute necessity.
Without it we could have barter and perhaps
high prices, while the argument of “T.,” if reduced to a fine point, would prove that the
obliged

CAKE!

I.

purchase only half the
price, or he may give his

hand instead of money. It must be shown
not only that ail holders of merchandise are

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY,
be

he will

at the hill

LUCY'S

WEDDING

and we don’t know that a reasona-

4. It may be a sound maxim that all the
money of a country Is just adequate to purchase all the marketable commodities of such
country, but “we do’nt see it in that light.” If
every man finds half his money gone, destroyed beyond hope of recoveiy, he may not purchase the same amount at half the price, for

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common
Crackers, Oyster Crackers, See.
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call be-

Portland, Dec 12th,

to present, in

3. We did not quote the Nation to “sustain” our own propositions, but rather because
its general argument was opposed to the very
popular idea that high prices are referable only and exclusively to an inflated currency.

the undersigned, having sold out our Betail
IT Business, together with the City Carta, Ac., to
Mr. W. C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him
to the patronage of our former customera.
PEARSON A SMITH.

'\ YrE,

<^ur Motto is

disposed

ble man eats any more because of the superabundance of money in his pocket than he
would if his pocket was simply abundant.

TV O TI O E I

to putting up Bread for foreign voyage*.
P. A S. stul continue to keep a choice
Family Flour, which they deliver to any

feel

sitions. For our own convencience we do so
in the form of notes.
2. We do not understantfhow the demand*
of a people, or their wants, are necessarily increased by the inflation of the currency.
Money enables a man to gratify his wants, but
does not necessarily create or increase them.
A man eats not to spend money but to grati-

used hi the City and Country, all o 1 which

LOWEST PRICES.
S3F“ Orders solicited.
H. P. pays special attention, ae heretofore,
nishing and replenishing

we

connection with the present article, such facts
as seem necessary to vindicate our former po-

And STATIONERY oi every variety,together with

Such as

important to a proper understanding of
matter, and until we have an opportunity

to present them we do not propose to be
drawu into a discussion of the general sub-

every Style of Binding.

Portfolios, Writing Desks, &o.t Ac.
Paper, Envelopes, Blank Books,

Furniture !

Ambrotypes

never

Books !

Adapted to every age

Published this

Exchange

to set up any theory that we felt
bound to support, but rather to state certain
facts patent to the commonest intelligence,
and allow the reader to construct his own theory. We have yet in hand certain facts and
suggestions touching the currency itself, which

Consisting in part of
Photograph Albania, Beautiful Piet a re
Cards, both English and American.

HEROES OF THE

CO.,

tending

GOODS FOR THE HOLIDAYS,

LOW by

MORRELL &

Dec

the attention of the public to hia LARGE
INVITES
and ELEGANT STOCK of

can

BETTER HUBBY UP
And get

No. 61 Exchange Street,

....

tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

and

Tuners.
March 8—d&wtt

In our former remarks upon the current
and advancing prices which rule
throughout
the country, to which
T. ” refers, we dealt
rather with fact* than with theories, not in1.

PACK ARD,

H.

laws or the

United States, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libel: that a hearing and trial will be had thereon at Portland, in said
District, on the tventy-lixth
day or December current, where any person interested therein may appear and show cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this eleventh day ot December,
A. D. 1166,
F. A. QtlINBY,
Deputy U. 8. Marshal, District ol Maine.
December 11. dlld

PIANO

T.

or

extend this list.
manner oe distribution.
CERTIFICATES
each article and its
value, are placed in Sealed Envelopes, which .ore well
mixed. One of these Envelopes, containing the Certificate or Order for some article, (worth at least one
dollar at retail,) will be delivered at our office, or sent
by mail to any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 25 cents. The purchaser will see what article 11 draws, and its value, which may be from ONE
TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, and can then
send One Dollar and receive the article named.

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh,

»,u,

"“•

SHAWLS,
Balmoral

Ml,

Holiday

for sale.

der the
THE

Th,

Children’s Underflannels,

plans

particulars obtained,
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
*nay4tf
Portland, May 3, 1865.

may be seen, and full

December 15, 1865.

High prices are not, I think, as claimed by
you, Mr. Editor, in your editorial at Monday,
FLANNELS,
AT COST!
Moacow, CaMor, Tricot mad Chinchilla awing to the fact that the demand for goods
TO MAKE ROOM FOR HOLIDAY GOODS.
Ac., is greater than the supply, excepting, I
will add, in so far as that increased demand is
BEAVERS,
caused by an inflated paper currency. [2.]
At Cost for a Few
Days,
This argument you attempt to sustain by
Hoop Skirts made from Washburn and Moen’s
best wire, at cost for a few
days only.
from the
but the arguquotations
AT
VICKERY
&
F*ncy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
BOWEN’S, ment of the Nation is,Nation;
that the prevtdung high
everybody.
3
ATo.
Free
Street.
are
not
prices
caused,
Hr" Don’t forget the number, ISO Middle Street,
by the excess of demand
next above Hay's Drug Store.
over supply, but by
the enormous taxa* BOW hi AT.
W* R* HOWARD.
Doc 13—d2w
which is so great that even combinations
tion,
Nov 10—dtl
of individuals against high prices, are
power- most discouraging.
less; and that they will prevail, until taxation
7. One year ago gold,—In which or its
A LL MIGHT A GAIN!
is reduced. [3.]
Now, it seems to me tfrjtt if you should equivalent all imported goods must be paid
withdraw, or strike out, one half the for,—was quoted at about 2.30, making a papaper money now in circulation, you would
&
In a short time, correspondingly reduce prices; per dollar worth 43 1-2 cents. Now it is quite
inform thoir fHends and the Xrado Gensteady at about 1.45, and the paper dollar Is
for the reason that while the amount of artiWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
cles to be purchased would remain the same, worth sixty-nine cents. Is it wonderfttl that
by Are, is again In complete repair, and are now .prethe amount of money required to purchase an
pared to show a
imported article which then cost $10 can
them would be reduced one half. The man
now be pnrchased for $7 ? If “T." will make
New and Complete Stock
who thinks he has ten dollars, with which to
purchase an article worth that amount, will figures he will find that his ten-dollar importL. B.
certainly not purchase it if he finds he has but ed broadcloth of twelve months ago should
FANCY GOODS, HOSIEEY AND
five dollars.
sell to-day, if it follows the decline in
GLOVES, that with the[4»] Here, let it be borne in mind,
gold, at
laboring classes, money is as $3,301 We submit if his
Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
illustration is not
HOOP 8KIRT8 AND 00BSET8,
pleuty as ever; and they constitute the bulk
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
of the community, and of consumers.
It is against him.
with the trading community, and with large
8. It may be very
Ladies’ &
HEAD NETS,
consoling to tenants to
operators that money is scarce; because they
inform them that rents have advanced no
Belt
WHOLESALE
AND BETATL.
cannot borrow money as freely from the
Beltings,
Clasps, Jte., Jte.
more than
twenty-five per cent, and no doubt
banks, as they did a few months since.
Dec 1—d3m
For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
The scarcity of money has not yet reach- it would be even more comforting if they could
8t ock equal to
in
our largest cities, and will be
any
often d to the trade
ed the consumer; and until it does high be made to believe it.
upon such terms as will secure
Perhaps
their patronage.
prices will prevail, lteduce the volume of rents, of buddings out of
repair, may not
and
and
the
currency largely,
permanently,
Fancy Goods Headquarters,
have advanced more than here
stated, but
consumer, not having so much money as now,
when we know all around us of
145 Middle St., Portland.
with which to purchase, will pay less, and
houses,
Aug. 26—dtf
prices must fall. [5.] Kcason about it as you the rents of which have advanced from $200
New Lot Just Received l
will, an inflated currency is the foundation to $300, and of office rents
advancing from
upon which the superstructure of high prices
$450 to $700, and others in like ratio, we canrests. [6.]
Presents.
DRESS GOODS I
Upon your argument, I would ask, how it not set aside the force of such facta by a mere
is that you can purchase tc-day, an imported
assertion.
Great Prize Distribution
broadcloth for seven dollars a yard, which
9. In answer to this, "and to 'show whether
-BY THEtwelve months ago, cost you ten ? The supply
even of staple articles of American
and
prices,
demand
are
the
same
ALL WOOL BLANKETS,
pronow, that they were
New
Gift Association!
then. [7.] Or, to descend from the outer, to the
duction, have or have not advanced on the other
inner
how
is
it
that
we
are
now
BALMORAL SKIRTS,
man,
import- shle of the Atlantio—whether prices actually
7IS Broadway, New York.
ing our butter, poultry Ac. from the British rule
Gents’ Under-Sliirts and Drawers, provinces and underselling
high in Europe—we give the following
the farmers of this
EACH.
figures
copied from the Liverpool Breadstuff
not
because
the
demand
vicinity?
Certainly,
12 Rosewood Pianos, worth from
$280.00 to 500.00
Plain and Fancy Flannels,
is greater than the supply.
One word as to and Provision markets, as given by the latest
IS Mslodeons, Rosewood Cases,
128.00 to 225.00
160 Music Boxes,
the argument copied by you from the Nation:
15.00 to 46.00
arrival, along slue ot those given just one year
CHINCHILLA AND BEAVEK CLOTHS, tnat
100 Silver Revolving Patent Castors,
15.00 to 40.00
mgn taxation is tne cause ot high prices.
100 Silver Fruit and Cake Baskets,
15.00 to 36.00
Wheat, one year ago, was quoted at
If this be so, why is it, that real estate, and ago.
500 Sets Silver Tea and Table SpoonB, 16.00 to 30.00
7s. fid. ® Ss; by the last arrival, 10s. 4d. ® 10a
Vet*y Cheap !
100 GoldHnntlngCaso Watches,
rents in the city of Portland, stand
76.00 to 160.00
tc-Jay
15'I Diamond Rings, Cluster, &c.,
60.00 to 200.00
nearly where they did four years ago ? They lid. Com, mixed, one year ago, 25s. ® 27s.AT EASTMAN BROTHERS,
200 Gold Watches,
60.00 to 100.00
have not advanced to exceed
300 Ladies’ Gold Watches,
twenty-five per fld; by last arrival, 80s. <8 80s. fid.
60.00 to 85.00
139 Middle Street.
cent
600 Silver Watches,
25.00 to 50.00
[8.J Andaagain, with due deference to
We find neither flour nor pork definitely
the
combination
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ladies
“Nation,”
may prevail
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
in the last reports, but we hare no
quoted
Sets of Gold and Coral; Jet and Gold,
Do
recollect
the
against
exhigh
prices.
you
Dec 14—dtf
Florentine,
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Cameo; Sets ot Studs, Vest
citement here, lately, upon the milk question; doubt the same general fact would be shown
and Neck Cliain.i, Plain and Chased Gold
Rings,Gold
when the dealers combined to raise the price
as in grain, had wo the exact
Thimbles, Lockets, new style Belt Buckles, Gold Pens
figures. We do
to ten cents per quart, and the grocers and
and Pencils, Farcy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with
find lard quoted—a near relative of pork—as
Gold and Silver Extension Holders, and a large asconsumers combined to resist the
outrage;
sortment of Fine Jewelry ol every
follows: one year ago, quiet at 60s. ® 63s; by
and the milkmen had to succumb, and “give
description, of the
best make and latest styles, rained at
down their miik” at the old prices? Yon say
last
arrival, quiet and steady at 72s. ® 74s I It
India Robber Boots and
that prices have advanced in England, and
would not be fair to quote beef, because in
-ATthe
of
continent
upon
Europe. However this
Europe the price has been greatly enhanced
may be with many articles of their own proTo be Sold for One Dollar Each!
HALL’S
it certainly is not the case with many
by a local cause; the prevalence of the cattle
duction,
Without reqard to value. and not to be paid for until
staple articles of American production there; disease.
you know what you are to receive.
such as wheat, pork, flour, &c., which have
Among those who have acknowledged the receipt
Lieut. Gen. Grant’s Beport.
materially declined in price. [9.1 Take for inof Valuable Gifts drawn from this Association reMIDDLE
147
STREET.
stance the articie of American flour in Livercently, the following kindly permit their names to be
The
following
report of Gen. Grant, comALL FIRST QUALITY.
used:—
pool, the price of which recently declined so
Robert H. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn., Melodemunicated to CongreM by President Johnson,
that could the same flour have been remuch,
Men’* Rubber Over-Shoes $1.40 per pairon, value $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
shipped, and at once replaced in New York, it in connection with his special message of the
York, Diamond Cluster Pin, valued $200. Mrs. R. Women's Rubber
Over-Shoes, 1.10 per pair. could have been sold at a handsome advance 18ih lost, was received
G. Tappan, 16 York St, Gold Watch, value $125.—
by telegraph in reguMiss Ellen F. Dickerson. Binghampton, N. Y., MeloMisses'Rubber Over-Shoes, .80 per pa;r. over Liverpool prices, after payinS the cost of
lar course, but we were compelled, by press of
deon, value $100. Mr. E. H. Stone, 52 Tenth St„ N.
to New York. The
feet
retransportation
very
5.75 per pair- of the
Y., Piano, value $350. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller,Scran- Men’s Rubber Boots,
huge shipments of gold by almost matter, to lay it over till this morning:
ton, Pa, Diamond Ring, value $175. Miss Ellen J.
Women’s Rubber Boots,
3.00 per pair. every steamer that leaves this
Peck, Springfield, 111., Melodeou, value $125. Dr. I.
country tor
Headquarters Abut or United States, I
Van Riper. Washington, D. C. Gold Hunting Cased
Misses' Rubber Boots,
2 50 per pair. Liverpool, is an indication of the low prices of
December 18th, ISI S.
)
Watch, value $150. Edward H. Lindsay, Worcester,
TV) Bit Excellency A. Johnson, Ur-eident cf the Unitour productions abroad.
Instead
of
able
Rubber
3.75
being
value
Boots,
$250. Miss D. H. Farwoll, DuBoys’
Mass, Piano,
per pair. to meet
ed
States:
balances against us by the
foreign
buque. Iowa, Diamond Ear Drps, value $250.—
Youths’
Rubber Boots,
Sir:—In reply to your note of the l«th Inst., re3,25 per pair.
Francis I. Moran, 13o Pearl St, Albany, N. Y., Music
shipment and sale abroad of our own pro- questing a rep
rt from me. giving such infoimatbn
Box, value $40. Mrs. R. C. Ingersoll, Urbana, Ohio, And all other Rubber Goods at Proportionate Prices. ducts, we are
to meet them by the exas I
may be in possession or coming within the scope
Cf“ Don’t target the number of the new Rubber
obUped
Silver Set, value $60. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks. Willof
made
of
The
inquiries
reason is obvious; viz:
port
by the Senate ot the United States
specie.
ard’s Hotel, Washington, D. C Silver Patent Lever
dcl.Viiiw
Store, 147 Middle Street.
in their lesoiution of the 12th inst., I have the honor
that prices are low there, and high there.
Watch, value $55. Many persons who have drawn
to
submit
the
with your approval, and also
following
do not wish their
valuable

the house. From parties who build imcompletion qf
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A.
at the office of the
where

M.,

Morning,

Gents’ Shirts & Drawers,

Goods !

naming

ARE

None hat the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.

our

SON,

Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It is for more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost. It has never in a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and perfect satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health ana comfort, but as a matter of economy, for
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the fuel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartment comfortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
and
satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to housees if desired.

St.,

Friday

--

AND

Fancy

Prices.

BLANKETS,

HOOP SKIRTS,
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

prizes,

warranted when properly applied to Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,

First Class Boots Made
With Fair Stitch.

With

Rubber

Weather

For Ladiis and Gentlehen, from the very beet
stock to he tound In the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

DEALERS

N.

SHUTE &

Bradstreet’s

_

WORK,

light. Second,

Reduced

NEXT TEN DAYS,

we

173 Sc 175 Washington St*, Boston*
dc73taw5w
Boston, Nov, 27,1805.

JONES,

Commission & Lumber
A.

M.

W.

T. B. MARSHALL & BRO.,

___

UMBRELLAS,

great variety of the cheaper grades.

STREET,

CUSTOM

Exchange St.

59

a

Umbrellas,

Alpacca

SCOTCH GINGHAM

ers.

Ojjice

USEFUL, DURABLE,
$5.00 EACH.
Also,

POETLAND, HI.

Oct

Umbrellas,

AND

Ill

AT

SON,

“BLOCKADE RUNNERS,”
O.V POX’S PATENT FRAME,

MADE

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

XT

Sillc

English

Manufacturer and Dealer In

Nov

k

.---*—-

_

Oct 23 -eod3mos

Business oi
together with

BUSINESS !

BAKING

M, SHUTE

TERMS CASH.

H.

At

to the Ladies ol

A lair beet-steak costs now about

*

measure.

173 Be 175 Washington St*, Boston*

o s t o nxr

No.

SON,

GENTLEMEN’S WEAR.

W.

of getting

Dec

purchased

M. SHUTE k

Choice qualities always in stock.
CHT Special styles or sizes made to

(Comer qf Hawley),

B.

trimming for outside
trimming and put it on, or
as

Collars, Caps, Gauntlets, Kittens, &c.,

THOMAS E. MOSELEY & 00,

b

ARTICLES.

»4

Beaver and Otter

visiting Boston to call at our
they will never be urged to

SUMMER

SINGLE

OR

much used

173 5c 175 Washington St*, Boston*

Advance,

dicted,

PORTLAND, MB

&

are

them

Lamb,
Gray.

-----

We can,

I>AVIS,
CHAPMAN.

W.

English

PORTI AND.

25-dOr

Street,

Free

assure

are

or

garments. We cut the
sell the skins, as may be desired.

MONET !

ONE PRICE.

No. G9 Exchange Street,

Woolens

SETS

These Furs

WOULD

R. J. D. Larrabee & Co.,

& 00.,

Importers and Jobbers qf

&

give

BARGAINS!

GOOD

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maes,

DAVIS

Pictures of

At LOWER PRICES than ever before offered in
Portland. As the subscribers wish to reduce
their Stock, and as they Manufacture
their Frames, they are enabled

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

XSX

procure

1.25

MERIT 1

REAL

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

18

and Gilt!

Walnut

KIMBALL,

Arcade

and

AH

CHOICE SELECTION OF

Pictures in Oval Frames,

description of Water Fixlures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged ana set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfltlly executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprddtl

and

1.00

THEIR

k SON,

Persian
In Black

WE SELL THEM AT THE

invite all who

We

-A.3L, S O

B«irl>i Brans & Silver Plated Cocks*

Goods

FOR

buy.

STREET,

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL

are

PRICES MODERATE.

SHUTE

Astrachan

Or

Full Value

Full

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

MANUFACTURER

the Pictures we

of

souae

ME.

PORTLAND,

P.

of

Gloves,
Mali's.

■

l

1.00
Seward,.
General McClellan,. 1.(0
Hon. Edward Everett,. 1.00
Beautiful English Farm Yard,.T.. 1.00
Beautiful English Homestead,. 1.00
George and Martha Washington (ea). 1.0C
1.00
Archbishop Hughes,.
Feeding the Horses, (very fine). 1.00
Village Blacksmith, (very fine). 3.00
Fine View of Portland,. 5.00
Departure of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
Landing of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
Court of Death,. 1.00
First Prayer in Congress...!. 2.00
Washington's last interview with his Mother, 3.00
Washington's first inverview with his Wife,_ 3.00
3.00
Washington's Inaugural,.
Washington’s Adieu to his Generals. 3.00

juneldtf

Solicitor

M.

W.

Hon. Wm. H.

Portland* Maine*

Nov 28—dim

LARGE ASSTORMENT,

Our Goods

goods are

Street,

announce

PORTLAN I>.

i«f that.

thirty cents; if paid in gold, at present quotations, it would cost about twenty-one cents.
This price may seem low to those who do not
send their memory back, but not to those who
remember 1860, and beef-steaks and other

York

Victariaes,

Clanks,
Capes,
Collars.
Calf's,
Mitteas.

regular retail

the

arc

General

Work executed In every part oi the State.

iau26dtl

---I--

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

Full

General

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

mcli 17

173 & 175 Washington Si., Boston.

A LARGE STOCK

our

SON,

American Sable

-!- it t

Smallest Possible

length Engravingof Washington,.$3.00
3.00
length Engraving ol Lincoln,.
General Grant, on Horseback,. 2.00

Fresco and Banner Painter,

AT

COST,

GIVING AWAY!

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

WILLIAM H.

time,

&

M. SHUTE

173 k 173 Waskiastou St., Bostoa.

1

5

.All

HOW

Woodbury S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.

COUNSELLOR

1

More

Fay for Framing Only

The Following

Luther Dana,

Dry

terms.

Oxfard Tie*. Ac., Ac.

So that all who buy

To

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

C.

ufheture of those garments enables us to offer them
of the best possible make, and upon advantageous

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

*

respectfully
\\TOULD
▼ Fortland that

DRY GOODS!

DRY

OF ALL SIZES AND QUALITIES,
Constantly on hand. Our long experience in the ir.an-

Soles,

Single

The purchaser being required

CO.,

Ii and

short

offered In this

ever

Squirrel Cloaks

BALMORAL BOOTS,

AND

Portland. Me.

ocfl6dtt

offered, for a

Are

kind

W. M. SHUTE Jt SON,

FULL

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS

Widgory’s Whart,

Force

Leather

-ARE-

PORTLAND

St.,

thing of the

to any

BOOTS AND SHOES,

ENGRAVINGS !

Thousand

(Pure White.)
(Jet Black.)

Also, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLANKETS, In many pretty designs.

The following, together w ith

Commission Merchants,

June Idtf

Superior

great variety of

Patent

HOWARD,

166 Middle

T>aTly pkess,'

,
advance.

FOLLETTE,

Robes.

Sleigh

markot.

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

CLOAKS,

SON

173 ft 173 Washington St., Boxton.

I

Dealers In

GENERAL

Not*

GENTLEMEN £ BOYS,
Calf

&

Arctic Fox,
Canadian Bear,

CHEAP !

Sept 7—dtf

s

Choice

FOR

a

SHUTE

173 t 173 Washington St*. Boat...

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

!

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

CHASE,

Phil-

ar

W.

PURCHASE

FRAMED

Furnishing Goods

CLOTHING AND

"•

Said la New Y*rk

WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOB SALE

Dry Goods, Woolens,

L.
T.

a* arc

Children.

JOBBERS OF

for

Messrs.

adelphia.

NOW IS THE TIME

Milliken & Co.,

SON,

attention to their display of RICH ERMINE
GOODS, made in various styles, far the street or indoor wear.
We have also a few sets of same Fur, in very small
sixes, for Young Children.

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

Successors to G. L. Storcr If Co.,

F.

Such

2—d3m

Leering,

&

Call

get your

Dealer, la all kind, of

SHUTE

Ermine.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

of and

H.

—.-.-:-—

MOST APPROVED STYLES,

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

Hardware & Window Glass,

F i

A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

QENTLEMEN,

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sta.
October

W.

We have all the

At

DEXTER,

We also have a few carefully selected Skins,the best
we propose to make up to order.

imported, which

VESTINGS,

At
Nov 4—dtf

Portland, M».

Suoclw sor. to

Agents

and

FANCY

quality.

Ladies,Misses & Children

a o OD S,
REEVES’.Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,

offer this season a large stock of the above
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of very superior

173 & 175 Washington St«, Boston.

A. D.

1—dtl

Nov

Photographic Goods,

AND

one

We

FOR

We alga have

ENGLISH

FRENCH,

OF

of nearly

Siberian Sables.

we are

er

Moktox Block.

BEST

Mirrors and Engravings.
M in ifaaturer of Hirror a Picture Frame..
No. -J» MARKS T SQUARE,

Importer,

FROM MEASURE,

rIE
AMERICAN

FtCKETT,

KING &

IPixt terns,

May 3—dtl

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders from out oi town sJUcitcd.
May 22—dti

Jmneiatf

Goods.

sales-room is

new

—*•♦♦♦►--——»

Constantly Making Addition*

By CHARLES CC8TIS * CO.

STU000 AND MASTIO WOMENS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sta.,

tu

Furnishing

Particular at ention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
Ne» 06 Exchange Street,
Nearly opposite Past Office.
Portland, Nov. Oth, 1866.
nolfitt

ANI) WHOLESALE DEALERS IS

Dealer

CLOTHING

of

PRODUCE

K.

CLASS

To which

No, 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may bo found all the LATEST STYLES

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me ;srs. Lowell &
Senior: Currish *& Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no28d6m
Chirk, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

,

Tailox*,

Miscellaneous.

he will sell for the

on the ground floor, occupies
thousand square feet, and hi
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED.
They propose to keep a full stock of the best goods
in their line of business, and respectfully request a
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon
them.

BOOTS AND SHOES,

CHISAM,

FIRST

JJAS^n^ned^a

The

an area

NEW STORE'

Merchant

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
I3F“ Consignments solicited.

J

sept20dtt

R.

Goods.

•
r-m, $8
**_
lerma
per annum, in

BOSTON.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
NEW STORE,

W.

173 and 173 Washington St.,

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

ing bought

FUR-ROOM,
At their Old Location,

BOSTON,

WM. BROWN, No. 91 lederal Street.
and sold.

NEW

Fancy

ana

Announce the opening of their

& Co.,

Moseley

Of all descriptions, by

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

PLAIN AND

T. E.

pi

Second-Hand Clothing,

Business Cards.

Tedward

Messrs. W. M. Shute & Son

Boots and Shoes.

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

The Portland Uaily Press is published at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Main*. State Press is published every
Thursday miming, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
within six months; and $2.50, if pav$2.25, ft pai<l
mem be delayed beyond six months.

S3F" Merchandise of all kinds bought android
Northern account.

THIS!

AT

1865.

_’

Dry

Miscellaneous.

M isce llaneous.

Clothing.__

GUEMAX. liJitor,
PUBLISHED AT S2J EXCHANGE STREET, BY
N. A. FOSTER & CO.
JOliy T.

7

__’_

_

POM’LAND

MORNING, DECEMBER 22,

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

ioi. 4.

quickly replied
Shure,
it because I couldn’t get the

saxpence ?”
6. Is this proposition subject to no qualification j> No one pretends, we think, that a

NOTES.

APPLETON,

Publisher and Wholesale Bookseller,
Nos. 92 and 94 Grand St., New York.

metalic currency can be greatly inflated, or a
currency convertible at the will of the holder

declld2w

gold and silver at its face. And now are
prices high measured by gold ? Take a
pound of butter at fifty cents; at present ruling rates, a dollar in gold will purchase nearly
three pounds of hutter, not quite; and is not
two shillings or thirty-five cents a high price
Into

Eureka Black

Writing Ink.

not

Pn™tJUni^’wS!t.beeTnvappolnt^

wot for the
Eureka Black WHth,g Ink, manufactured
hv Augustus D. Forbes ACo.. Boston. This Ink is prepared
according to an orlglnalreclpe procured In fcngWl.
It to a beautiful Jet black, flows
from the pen,
and doee not become muddy by freely
exposure to tho atmosphere. It to entirely free from acid, and does not
corrode a steel pen.
H. M. FOGG,
38 Middle Street, UeneralAjwnL
dc20dlw
Portland, Me.

I

for butter ? Ask those who within three years
have bought and sold the best of table hutter
for twentj-cents a pound, and thought It high

that of the Hon. Secretary of War:
I left Washington on the 27th of last month lor the

purpose of making a tour at inspection throughout
some of the Southern Sta.es lately in
rebellion, and
to Bee what changes were necessary In the opposition
of the military forces of the country, and how these
forces could be reduced and expenses
curtailed, etc.,
and to learn, as far as possible, the
leclmgs and intentions of the citizens of these States towards the
general government. The State of Virginia being so
accessible to Washington city, and information from
this quarter, therefore, being readily obtained, I hastened through the State without conversing or meeting with any of its citizens. In Italeigh, N. O.. I spent
one day, in Charleston, S.
two, and in Savannah
and Augusta, Ga., each one
Both in travelling
and while
1 saw much and conversed freely
with citizens oi thoie States, as well as with officers
of the
army who have been stationed among them.—
The following arc the conclusions come to
by me:
I am satisfied tho mas s of the think
ng men oi the
South accept the present situation at affairs in
good
frith. The questions which have hitherto divideu the
sentiments at the people of the two sections—
slavery
and State rights, or the right of a State to secede
f om the Union—they regard as having been settled
forever by the highest tribunal—that of arms that
man can resort to.
1 was
pleased to learn from the
1 jading men whom I met that they not
only accepted
the decision arrived at as final, but now that iho
smoke of battle >ias cleared away a id time has been
given for reflection, that this decision has been a fortunate one for the whole country, they receiving the
like benefits from It with those who opposed them in
the field and in the council. Four years oi war, during which the law was executed only at the point of
the bayonet throughout the States in rebellion, have
1 ft the people,
in that condition not to yield
that ready obedience to civil authority the Amer can
have
been
in the habit of yielding.
people
generally
This would render the prcseuce oi small
garrisons
those
States
throughout
necessary until guen time ns
labor returns to Its proper channel, and oivti authoriis
established.
I did not meet any one, eithty
er those holding places under the government, or citizens of Southern Slat s, who thought it practicable
to withdraw the military from the South at present.
The white and black mutually require the protection of the general government. 'There is such universal acquiescence In the anthority of the general
government throughout the portions of the country
visited
me, that the mere presence ot a military
force, without regard to numbers, is sufficient to
nifJnfailn Older.
“rue tfood of the country requires that a force be
ktpkto the interior where there are many treed men.
Elsewhere in the Southern States than at forts on
the sea-coast, where force is necessary, It should ail
The reasons lor this are obvious.
be white troops.
Without mentioning many ol them, the presence of
black troops, lately slaves, demoralises labor, both
by their advice, and furnishing in their camps a resort for the lreedmen for long distances around.
White troops generally excite no opposition, and,
therefore, a smaller number of them «an maintain
order in a given distance.
Colored troops must be
kept in bodies sufficient to defend themselves. It is
not the thinking me', who would do violence towards
any class of troops sent among them by the general
government, but the ignorant in s me places might;
and the late slave, too, who might be imbued with
the idea that the property of bis late master should
by right belong to him, at least should have no protection from the colored soldier. There is no danger
oi a collision being brought on by such causes.
My observations load me to the conclusion that
the citiaens of the Scutbern States ore anxious to return to
within the Union, as soon
as possible; that, whilst reoonstinoting, they want
and require the protection from the government that
they think is required by the government, and which
19 not humiliating to them as citleans; and that, if
such a coarse was pointed out, they would pursue it
in good Adth. It is to be regretted there cannot be a
greater commingling at this time between the citizens of the two sections, anil particularly oi those intrusted with the law-making power.
Freedmen s Bu1 did not give the operatic •» of
reau (bat attention which I would have done if more
at
my
disposal.
time had Ken
Conversation, howthe
avor onth. subject, with officers connected
me to think that In some cf the states
lead
Bureau
Its affairs have not been conducted with good judgment or economy, and that the belief wtdety spread
among the treedmen of the Southern States that the
lands of their former owner* will, at least in part, be
of the
divided among them, has come front the
Bureau. Tills belief sertonely interferes with the willingness of the freedmen to make contracts for the coining year. In some form the Freedmen’* Bureau is an
absolute necesal y until the civil law la established
and enforced, securing to freedmen their righte and
full protection. At present, however, it Is independent ot the
Ultary establishment or the oo tin try, and
seems to be operated by the different agents ol the
Bureau according to tbeir individual notions. Everywhere General Howard, the able head of the Bureau,
has made friends by the Just and lair liulructlaMt and
advice he gave: bat the complaint in South Carolina
was that when he left things went on os before. Many,
perhaps a majority of the agents of the Fkxedmen's
Bureau, advised the fr-eedmen that b. their own Inmnst expect to live. To this end they
dustry
to
endeavored to secure employment for them an
see that both ol the contracting
pirile* complied
with their ngagement. In some cases, 1 am sorry to
say, the freedman’s mind does not seem to be disabused of the idea that the freed have a a tight to live
without care or provision for the future. The effect
of this belief In the distribution of lands Is idleness
and accumulation in camps, towns and cities. In
such oases, I think it will be round that vice and dis-

stopping

Cv
day.

possibly,

fully

by

self-government,

t£e

with

agent*

they

will tend to the extermination or great destruetlon of the cvlored race. It cannot be expected that
the opinions held by men at the South foryesrseanbe
changed In a dav and therefore, the freedmen reqn la
for a few years not only laws to protect them, but the
fostering care of those who will give them good counsel and on whom they can rely.
The Freedinen’s Bureau being separated from the
military establishment of the country, requires all
the expense of a separate organization. One does
not nec< nearly know what the other is doing or
what orders they are acting under. It seems to me
this could be oorree .sd by regarding the officers efr

ease

W
the troops in the Southern States as
agents
of tho t'roo 1 meu’o Bureau, ami then have uUor.eis
from the head of tho Bureau sent through the Ue'i n t c >. omao
ors.
Tins would create a responhr
sibility that would result in uniformity of action
ut the S
t iroug
ami would insure the crUcLfe
mtli,
mi 1 ii.»i.ruction» from the head
ol the Bureau 1*0$
carried out, aad would relieve lrom duty and pay a
large nu a cr of the eiuplove-.s of the government.
1 UAve the iionor to
be, very respecl/ully,
Your (jbeaieuiacrvant,
IJ. S. Ga.urr, Lieut.-Qeneral.

duty with

Hint at Military Despotism.
The copperheads are a queer people. In
times of peace none arc found more belligerent ; in ti c i of war none so peaceful. When
rebels and traitors were put under arrest they

invei;heJ against usurpation; when martlai
law wai proclaimed in time of war they were
great apostJes of the civil power, and Its suThe Argus bepremacy over the military.
longs to thi3 school; not only copperheaded
but copper all over.
Nr w this consistent sheet, which a few years
since was for dividing the Nation and dividing the public property, and which insisted
that force could not preserve the Union or

crumbling,

its

prevent

now

that peace hat

and rebellion has been overthrown, come,
ou', in advocacy of military “influence” to comcf
psl the radical—the legislative department
the Government—to favor or to submit to the
Pre i.loot's “purpo es” and plans I Yes, thi
1 nrnr.ca ate sheet t .inks that President Johnson may override and set aside the constitutional Amotions of Congress, and hints that be
may cal upon Gen. Grant to help him do
this I
Lest we should be accused ot misreprentat'on we will give its own words. In a leader
headed “The President stands firm,” it says:
The course of the Pre ddent is watched with
The party which electee
anxious solicitude.
lnu has overwhelming majorities in both
and
the majorities have
Houses of Congress
heretofore been controlled bj the radicals wht
are openly and determinedly opposed to the
It wai
restoration policy of the Pi evident.
foieseen that these mischief makers would
commence operations to thwart the President
*
*
as soon as Congress assembled.
They
intended to fix the non admission of the
*
.♦ *
tomthein members for the session.
Other plans wid doubtless be adopted, but the
President heeds not the radical manceuverlngi. He pursues the even tenor of his course
OJ if no radicals were plotting against him.
-he Pri-iuent asks, [the Provisional Gov
eraor oi' Georgia,| “Why can’t you elec-, a
Senator?” Hid that mean that the Pre idea
had given up (Ac PURPOSE OF HAYING
SENATORS AHailTlEH?
Not much. That does not look as though
the Pre iaent had in the least abandoned the
policy which the radicals are assailing or abated one titt.e of ha determination to carry i
come

ou

Here we have it declared that the President’s
purpose ii to admit the rebel senators from
the rebci States to their seats, whether the Senate wills it or net, and having thus defined the
“purpose” and “policy” of the President, this
copperhead sheet further declares that the
Southern peopie “have none wonderihlly well
thus far,” and that they “manifest a disposition to sustain the President to the utmost in
their power,” and then, having defined the
pal pose ot the President to be the admission of
the iebel Senators, it adds:
We have no doubt they will do so, and that
tlje Fre.ident, aided by die great influence of
General Grami, will succce.s.uliy carry forward tne ju.t and patriotic purpose with
which he set cut and in which he has made a

pi ogress that is realty wcnuci-iul under the
ctrcuai.tancse.

Tula is enough to show that such copperheads as tho Argus are not only ready to have
the constitutional powers of the American
Con re38 set aside, but would have the infu
ence of Cencral Grant invoked in this work,
The “influence” of General Grant is the influence of force—of military three, he being
the embodiment and representative of tha
force. The same kind of papers at one time
intimated that the influence of Gen. McCiclan, when he was at the head of the army o;
the Potomac, should be invoked to save the
country Iron the power of Abraham Lincoln,
and tuat he shoud take the control of the
Government Into his own hands, lor the benefit of Jen. Davis, the Southern rebels and the
Northern Copperheads generally.
No man knows better how to appreciate
such counsels than Andrew Johnson. It was
the tame spirit represented by the Argus,
and the same kind of Democrats, that offered
a reward for his head in Tennessee, that made
him a refugee, that he has since hanged in
tie persons of Wirz and the assassins of President Lincoln, and that Boston Corbett shot in
the person of J. Wilkes Booth.
The rebel
spirit is not dead even, in Maine.
The Congressional Reports.

inquiry has b8en introduced in the C. S. Senate, looking to the securing
of more accurate reports of that body for publication. The complaint is that the reports of
the Associated Press give no correct idea of
what takc3 place in the halls of Congress.—
The complaint is both grievous and inexcusA resolution of

able. Mr. Fessenden said that he did not
know that he ever had the honor of having

anything

he said

correctly reported.

In the

debate upon reconstruction tnc otner day, ne
was made ft> say that he was opposed to doing

anything in support of the. administration,
because the Senate was a part of the administration ! And on another occasion so much
excitement was created among his own constituents, by the bitter attacks of a distinguished lecturer upon him or

opposing the proper
payment of colored soldiers, that he was obliged to republish liis remarks upon the matter,
in full, as they appeared in the Olobe, to correct the mischief done by the Associated
Press, from which the lecturer had gathered
bis statements.
Mr. Doolittle stated another instance of the
inaccuracy ol the reports, when, during the
discussion of the question of abolishing slavery in toe District of Columbia, the report was
circulated that he opposed emancipation
which icport notwithstanding the subsequent
correction is still current. As was said dorln3 the remarks upon this resolution, the ei
feet of this gross inaccuracy may be of no consequence comparatively upon Senators, but
upon the country tbe effect is of great consequence, and it is due to tbe public, if not to
the Senators themselves, that accurate reports
of each day’s proceedings should be published,
No one Is di.poiei to charge the Associated
Press with purposely misrepresenting the remark; of members of Congress, but the evil is
Done the lo.s annoying or mischievicus be
cause unintentional.y committed.
It seems
to us tbe A sociated Press should be smart
enough to engage a competent peison to
make a fair and faithihl abstract of the congressional proceedings to be transmitted by
le.egraoli. Mr. Anthony'of R. L, a practical
printer, and chairman of tbe Committee os
printing, we think, has suggested that the
Se-iats pay the expense of having a brief am
prepared and telegraphed t<
the press on the cio„e of each day’s session.

correct abstract

A Crack of the Whip.

Tho Arjus cracks the plantation whip over th«
shoulders of President Johnson because offals'
radical appointment of Judge Davis. The ap
pointiaent of J ud ,e Davis as Postmaster ol
this city affords occasion for tills new displry
of vigea in that sepulchre of defunct men’s
thoughts. After characterizing the appointment of Judge Davis as of ‘‘the radical class,”
that zealous defender of President Johnson’s
honor, adds:

It n a qaeoti ill to bo determined by and by wbetliibc xtaidont wllil/cniuthuofficials luposi ions pa
ol ooiloclor and l'optmasujr here
'mpjr»3Jtri» those to
trnwt Uis policy, nnd to emt d tuoil- u.RDJ;
aisa-l bis aluaiui.st,ration
and
pl ,y i etJX@Xrf vvvolpy tp
ls oi>C3ing and wo sliall
oflJl
ajii e iiiai. Thu
see
ill* 0fcW4v.04 will cortoftnly be
w.i iu wo s ia I s«
to
office** it
ci.’o l to i;bU malicr. In regafd
petty
coiorfajuidin* noma.fc-roU-lio, ont for thMQ Sol hag
tne ft imiulsU
« lijn.j i > o P so tiro poJ«/ ol
er

to soopo t, wad not
not believe it
34I wo

t to.- tiX J'i-

Jaoliion

do

toIexa.^Tby Andrew
w

11 be hy Andrew

Johnson.

an
JuJge Davis and CM!color Washburn
here told that they are to be promptly report
el at head quarters; that it will not b? ^er
a‘sd in them if they continue to couutenanes
tho iadepcndenlLectures; that officers of the
Government, jjke those who served undei
JhJhkj
Jherce and Buchad!«i, Jjiiye no right

*

■—V-J

--1—

■

finch less spfeak, and if they flare

do so,‘and
if they pre-mne t» criticise any aqfcof authority, off will ft, their hk*.
It would he
interesting to know how Ion?
since the Argus was appointed headsman, and
what channel of communication it has opened
through which to keep President Johnson
duly apprised of the doings of his officials.
Seriously, this vaporing of a low, extreme
copperhead disunion sheet, about President
Johnson and his supporters, i3 of all things
the most

sickening,

and

only show

that there

is no more end to the assurance of some people Hi an there is to their treasonable spirit.
The Late wing of The Belgians.
King of the Belgians, the announce-

Leopold,

ment of whose death is among the recent advices from Europe, was not only one of the
oldest but one of the most respected sovereigns
of the world. He was bom in Coburg in 1793,
and was a son of the Duke of Saxe-Coburgsaalfeld.
He early entered the military service of

Russia, and in

eighteenth year was
a general under Alexander I.
After partic'.
paring in the battles of Leipsic, Lutzen, Baut<su and Culm, he, in 1311, accompanied the
allied soverigns to Eugland.
There ho made the acquaintance and won the
affections of the Princess Charlotte, daughter
of George the Fourth then Prince Regent, and
h.-iress to the throne of England.
They were
united, and the marriage, though opposed by
the Prince Regent, who wished to
give his
daughter to the Prince of Orange, was very
popular with the English people. Prince Leopold was made a Field-Marshal, created Duke
of Kendall, and a member of the Privy Council, and received a‘pension of £50,000.. But
these flattering prospects met an early and
sudden blight.
In November 1817 the Princess died in childbeilhJtcr infant did not survive, and not only her young husband, but the
whole English people to whom she was greats
ly endeared were plunged in profound grief.
In 1830 the Crown of Greece was offered to
Leopold, but he declined it. In 1831 a revolution having destroyed the kingdom of the
Netherlands, he was chosen as the first king
his

of the Belgians, and the uext year married the
Princess Louise, a daughter of Louis Phillippe.
She died in 1850.
From this marriage were bom three sons
and one daughter.
The eldest son, known as
the Duke of Brabant, is SO years of age and is
married to an Austrian Princess. The second
son is the Count of Flanders; the third is
Prince Philip Eugene.
The daughter was
mar. ijd to the Arci luke
Maximilian, brother
of the Empetor of Austria, and consequently
is now known as the Empress of Mexico.
Leopold was not a very brilliant, but he
was a judicious and beneficent
sovereign, under whose discreet constitutional i-ule the
kingdom

of Belgium ha3 steadily prospered.—
Among the crowned heads of Europe none enjoyed a higher character for round judgment,
uiur fairness and statesmanship,and more questions of dispute between nations have been re-

erred to than to any other man of our time. His
decisions in such cases have always been such
as to command respect, and to be
accepted as
just. Though his kingdom was small and
comparatively unimportant, his personal influence was great, and never tailed to be exerted on the side of peace and
harmony, and
in the interest of humanity. His health had
been long declining, and his death was an
event not unexpected though widely
regretted.

STATE NEWS.

—“A new

I®'" The Advertiser gives a list of eigkfr^eiglit names of prominent men iu this city Who
eiguei! a carl -for a public meetiug in 1835,-«H

but eighteen ot whom have now been “gathered to their fathers.” How few of the active
business men of to-day will he alive hi the far
1895! Sad, very sad thought!

fry That smart, enterprising sheet, the Eastern
Argus, flings at the Press for not publishing Gen. Grant’s report, which appears in our
columns to-day, and wfciob has been in type
two days. Because the Argus is never crowded with advertisements it thinks no other
paper is.

fry On first page “'itigh Prices” With comments, and Gen. Graft's Report; last page poetry and letter from Gold win Smith.
fry The Anson Advocate learns that a slate
quarry has baeu opened at Pleasant Ridge
Townsh p, and sufficiently
to make

developed

paying

it certain that
a >ig
thing, better
and more abundant than the
Brownsvillp slate.
#y The editor of the Gardirfer JottmnMiits
serious thoughts of moving to this
because

it^is

city

by the recent census the singular fact is developed that there is iu the city an excess of females over males to the" nufnber Of 2,153;' That
would not help his case, as the Portland

girls
very particular in their taste, and select in

are

their company.
fri$?“ Col. L. G. Estes of Bangor, who has
sirred gallantly on Kilpatrick’s staff, has been

brevetted Brig. Gen.

Benjamin

*-^
»
play at the Lyceum, London, is
“The Wstcljfry,” the scene of which fe laid at
in the sixteenth centugy. ?Ir.FletchFl^-encethe
er took
leading part, and the play was a
—Mm
suflffip.'

Felicien David’s opera, “Lalla
Rookh,’’is
produced at the English Opera, London
with riove’ effects. There will 6'e in the
procession fifteen camels.
The Almanaoh-de Miuiqus, a French addition to art

literature,

,1a

carriage.

fry” Joshua Atkins has received the appointment of Postmaster at East New Sharon,
in plaee of Elisha Small. Jr., resigned.
fry The appointment of Col. Tapley, Of Saco, to the Supreme Bench, will make a new
election of Representative -necessary in that
town, Judge T. being the Representative elect.
fry The steamer Regulator has closed her
trips for the season between this city and the
Penobscot.
,,

fry Colonel Robie, paymaster, paid off the
members of the Second Me.

Cavalry on

Wed-

nesday.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
r

/ 3

fry Rome has been greatly scandalised by
the

flight of five nuns from the convent of the
Good Shepherd. One of them fell and broke
her leg. The Other four, who were comparatively young girls, made good their escape, and
the police can find no trace of them.
fry Z. K.Pangborn, Esq., formerly of Boston, is talked of fcr U. S. Senator from New
Jersey, in ease the efforts to unseat Mr. Stocktan

are successful.
Mr. Pangborn is now the
able and versatile editor of the Jersey City
Times.

fry Iu the castles and palaces of the ancient ex-nobility of Prance, the tapestry frequently presents memorials of their pride of
ancestry. On the tapestry of an apartment in
t ie palace of an ex-Duke of ChoiseuI Is a repre sen tati on of the Deluge, in which anai is
seen running after Noah and calling out, “My

good friend,
family!’’

save

announces

the archives of the.ChoisSu]

By Hall s Journal of Health expresses the
that buckwheat cakes contain more
nourishment for less money than any other
popular article of food.
By The population of London, by a recent
census, is 3,034,960; Liverpool, 479,341; Man-

ON

INTEREST

Usher, Eastport.
Sld 19tli, schs
Tennessee, John Adams, Parallel,
and

DEPOSITS.

Certificates of Deposit,-naydemand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. £. GUI LD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,18G5.- dtf a N

THIS Bank will Issue

able

on

series of

a

prizes: three hundred francs for a pianoforte
piece, two hundred for a waltz, two hundred
for a melody and for a romance—vocal
melody
or lyric scena.
is
ier
M. Duveyi
dead. He was n popular
writer of operatic libretti, and among others
wrote the words of Herold’s “Zampa.”
King George V. of Hanover lias lately
composed an Italian opera, “The Hennit of the
Peloponnesus,” which is in preparation for per-

HOLIDAY^ G-IFTS !
Albums,
DRESSER sells

—

a

Albums!

Picture Album, for

50

$2.00
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formance. To this entl he has engaged an Italian troupe tt a cost of twenty thousand thaJ jsl 1 jri ri 1 v/Ul it.
lers.

A burlesque on “L’Africaine” has been
produced at the Strand Theatre,London, under the title “Queen of the Canibal Islands.”
It has original music said to he almost as had as
—

„'
its pun.
—Miss Kate Roignolds closes a successful engagement in Pittsburgh to-day, and after a
week or two in the oleaginous regions, will
open in Indianapois.. It is stated that Madame
de Marguerites of Philadelphia is engaged in
for Miss

Reignoldg.

Drebseb sells

a

VoK

4M
4.50
4.50
6.00

Picturo Album, for

100

••

“

6.50
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GIVE DKESSEP, A CALL AT HIS
Old Stand, No, 9» Exchange Street.
Above the Post Office.
docl8d2w BN*
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Medical Science.

Bengal Dispensatory says the “qffects of
are popularly known in the Sonth of Africa
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multiHasheesh

tude of afflictions." “In a standard treatise of MateMedica more than six hundred years old, it Is described as one of the moBt valuable of all known
medicines.”
THE HASHEESH CANDY!
Now mported and prepared by the Sylvaa Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of tlie article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies ior
ria

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

HALE’S

HONE "5ZV A 1

Horehound
FOB

THE

and

Tar,

CUBE OF

COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA, HOARSENESS,
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AFFECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHIAL TUBES and LUNGS, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the favorite recipe of on f lustriotis Physician and Chemist,
who for many years nsed it with the most complete
success in his extensive practice.
He had long been profoundly Impressed with the
wonderful virtue of the honey of the plant Horehound, in union with the CLEANSING and HEALING properties of Tar extracted from the life principle of the forest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm ot
Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to
blend these great medicinal forces into such a
union that the original power of each would be pre-

served, the disagreeable qualities of common tar removed, and the price cf the compound be within the
means of all.
At last, after a long course cl difficult
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to
these Jive other ingredients, each one valuable by itself. he not only obtained the desired results but
greatly increased the curative power of the compound. This 1 laving been thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the general public as a safe,
pleasant and infhllible remedy.
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
*
CHARLES DOWNER, General Agent,
44 Cedar St., New York.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland.
Dec

1ft—SNdlm

Christmas Toys t
The largest and prettiest variety of Christmas Toys
at retail. Also, the best ssortment of
NEW MADE
wholesale

at

or

CONFECTIONERY,

retail, may be found

at

GEO. HUDSON’S,
No. 357 Congress Street.

dccl9 dlw*

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA.
COUGHS,
COLDS,

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mail with full
directions on receipt of pricq.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with Scents for postage.
Dec.

A Physiological View of Marriage:
—<Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of tbe Human Organs in a state oi Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A

uthful adviser to the married, and those contem-

marriage, who entertain doubts at their physplating
ical condition. Sent free of

postage to anv address,
on receipt of 20 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing-Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,

Albany,

N.Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of I he diseases upon which his hook treats either personally or
and medicine sent to any part of the
by
Oct C—s N d&w6in

mail,

world!

ITCH 1 ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch!
Wheaton’s
Ointment
Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents.
For
sale by all drugglB s.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole

Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston,

it will be lor-

warded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—8 N d&wlyr

Dictionary of the Noted Names of Fiction.
One of the most us:lul and convenient books of
reference which have appeared in a longtime, has
j st been published by Messrs. Ticknor and Fields* chester, 356,396; Birmingham, 330,804; Leeds,
lies ton. It i9 prepared bv Willi im A. Wheeler, and
226,677. There is' no other city in England
is entitled AN Explanatory and Pronouncing
whose population reaches 200,000.
dictionary of the Noted Names of Fiction.”
y The Russian-American telegraph exit includes also a great number oi “familiar p-^eudewas near TaRa Lake on the 13th, of
pedition
surnames
bestowed on eminent men, and anal..yins,
all well. The line has been comNovember,
ogous popular appclla ions, often referred to in literapleted four hundred and forty miles above N ew
ture ani conversation.” Here will be*found an imWestminster, and the wire for four hundred
mense amount, of information not to be met with in
dictionaries, gazetteer.-, encyclopaedias, or any of-the miles more was on the ground.
ouxees within reach of the ordinary
y A late Southern newspaper contains a
reader, yet relating to a class of topics whioh hois constantly hear- whole column devoted to what is termed “A
iugalluded to, and a want of knowledge of which is brief Tribute to the Memory of-, sketched
f cquently embarrasing even to persons of some
while sitting up with the body."
pretensions to culture. The book explains a great porty An exchange says Gen. Halleck has
tion of the allusions which occur in modern standard
into a row with the Catholics of New
“got
literature to noted Act tioos persons or places, and
a mistake for San Francisco.
York"—probably
gives the origin and meaning of any number of byA Catholic Fair was in progress, and two lawords and phrases, nick-names of sects and
parties,
dies called on the Commanding General for
of Sta es and cities, as well as of distinguished peraid. The General said to them, “I never give
sons; the whole Illustrated by copious citations from
to Catholic institutions.
\ arious authors, and accompanied by an index, and I anything
I am a
by concise rules for the pronunciation of lorcign Protestant, and whatever I have to give I give
names.
to Protestants.” Gen. Halleok may be bigotDavis Brothers have it for sale.
ted; he may have been impolite, but we don’t
seohowhis frank refusal to give to an object he
The Atlantic Monthly for January is received
did not approve was “insulting,” or what right
from the publishers, Messrs. Ticknor and Fields, Bos.he Catholics had to make a “row” about it.
ton. It is a very rich number, commencing the year
with brilliant promises. It opens with a first installgy Mr. Fay, recently the agent for the
ment of the Passages from Hawthorne's Diary, found
Davenport Brothers, is giving exhibitions to
in his study after his decease. They will be lead, of
show the manner in which their tricks are percourse, with a deep though mouruful interest by the
formed.
many to whom his genius had endeated him; yet wc
jy A line of steamers from San Francis ta>
question the propriety of thus making free with the
to China is a project smiled upon by the cclesprivate memoranda of distinguished men after their
lials.
loath. There is something repugnant in the thought
tliat these intimate and unguarded seif-communings
gy The wild cats in Canada would seem to
be getting rather impudent.
a spirit so sensitively shy and retiring as that oi
The Guelph
Hawthorne should he even partially unvieled o the
Advertiser states that as a Mr. John Walker,
common gaze.
It is true there is nothing in the nafarmer, was driving along the road near Osture of the selections themselves to render their pubpringe, last week, with a load of pork, one of
I.cation objec; ionable, and the world m3y be the
hese feline monsters was discovered gnawing
gainer to the extent oi some carelessly dropped gems .it one of the
hogs. An application of a stout
niougnt; out Ule practice is one eminently calcuwhip made it hastily retreat.
lated to leal to a gereral buruiug ol note-books anil
Jtton. Ueo. Brown, ot Toronto, editor of
the renunciation of alj journalizing among literary
the Globe, has resigned his seat in the Canada
mea.
Mr. J. T. Trowbr idee contributes to this number a
Cabinet, in consequence of grave difference of
vivid account of a visit to the baltle-fleld of the
opinion on important public questions.
The Boston Advertiser says there were
Wilderness, and Gail Hamilton has a paper called,
Heaven only knows why, “Tho Kingdom Coming.”
2,854 cattle and 9,827 sheep at Brighton and
Mrs Stowe In her “Chimney Comer”paper discusses
Cambridge, which, with the large numbers
deconstruction.
Reado's “Griffith Gaunt,” and
ast woek, proved rather too much for Christ
Mitchell's “Dr. Johns,” re continued. Bayard Taymas week, and the market favors the
buyer.—
lor furnishes a story of o'd Russia called “Beauty
So the law of supply and demand holds good
and the Beast.” “The High Tide of December,” is
by the author of “Life in the Iron Mills,” nd “Lucy's notwithstanding' the inflation of the currency.
tif If negro suffrage should be decided
Letters,” by Miss Anne M. Brewster. Ot the poetical contributions only one is specially notices le.
against in the District of Columbia, by the vote
Mr. Bryant’s “Castles In the Air,” an extract from an
to be taken under the
authority of the City
unpublished poem in blank verse, is one of >he most Government, we shall
to see the oopexpeot
beautiful things which he has ever written; and
pcrhead papers exalting over it, and yet only
shows that the genius of the veteran poet so fur from
white citizens are allowed to vote ! Of course
having suffered deterioration, is even richer in its
the old aristocracy of that city will oppose it,
ripened vigor than in its earlier youth. Longlcllow’s
but Congress is not required to submit its ac"Bells of Lynn,” is scarcely more than a melodious
tion for the District to any such vote of apimitation of the di tant sound of bells; and “Wind
the Clock,” by Mr. H. Rich, has no very striking
proval.
merit. These, with some four pages of c ever reviews
Mr. Cardwell, apparently desirous to
and 'iterai y notioes, complete the number.
hasten tlie accion of the British American
Hopes at Home for January contains a review of
Drapers “Civil Policy of America; tho conclusion
of Archbishop Trench’s “Gustavns Adolphus,” an
article on Palmerston, by G. M. Towle, “Low-wood
Inn,” asketch of the English lake district, a continua ion of “Geoffrey the Loilard;” a pretty story entitled “Dolly Dryd n’e Christmas;” an account of a
visit to the ruins of Port Royal dcs Champs, a monaetery/ounded by Philip Augustus; three or lour
pleasing poems, and a variety of other miscellaneous
articles. This magazine is edited with much ability,
and seems to he steadily growing in the public lavor.
We cannot say we approve the taste of its managers
iu the matter of illustrations. Such things if ventured on at all, should be of a higher order, bnt the
literary merits of the work a-e such as to entitle it to
a prominent rank
among our best monthlies.
Published by Charlos Scribner & Co,, New York;
received of a. Williams & Co., Boston.
The New England Banks.
We are Indebted to the
Compiler, Charles
B. Clapp, of
Gardiner, for a copy of a neatly
printed pamphlet, entitled Bank Guide,” containing “ft list of banks in the New England
States and New Jersey which have surrendered their charters, giving date of surrender, ex
miration of time of liability to redeem," &c.—
Printed at the Journal office, Augusta. It

must be a very convenient work for reference.
The Compiler says in his preface that the
banking laws ef the several States not being
familiar to the public geufirally, and much
anxiety having been manifested by the mercantile community concerning the present

large circulation of hills of St teBanks.no information aving been ma le public Convenient
for reference in regard to date of surrender of
charters, or expiration of time of liability to
radecm,the work has been carelhlly prepared
fiom the most reliable data that could be obtained. In its preparation, it has been the aim
of the publisher to furnish, in a convenient
form, #uch information, as, it is hoped, will
give tho public amp1# pi.o{ectioo.
The work is well got up, and is st.li} g» U’e
low price of 35 cents
per copy. Every man In
should have one of them, for not &
day will pass, but he wilj have occasion to use
it, and tor several years yet it will increase in

usefu^iess.

provinces

in the matter of confederation, haa
addressed to them a letter in which he states
that confederation would be of the greatest advantage to them in furthering the interests of
renewed reciprocity. “In the opinion," he
says,
“of Her Majesty’s Representative at
Washington, the necessity of having to submit a Treaty
of Commerce to the separate action of the various Provincial Legislatures would be a seri-

8C^“The Boston Advertiser compares Herod’s
wife to Fenian organization, because she had a
head sent her (head centro).
The New Orleans papers say that the

Express Company has loaned the sum
$2,000,000 to the Southern railroads to ena-

Adams

of
ble them to resume operations.

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.

building of the new organ in Mr.
Beecher’s chureh, Brooklyn will soon have the
largest organ in the country, excepting that
—

By

the

in the Boston Music Hall.
A new musical artist, Madame Ellen Williams Reville, is about to come to this country
The lady has sung in concerts in Ireland and
—

England. She is said to have a “singularly
sweet yet powerftil voice.”
—There are five theatres in the oil regioD, located at Meadville, Corry.Oil City.Pithole and
Franklin. Two or three of them have adopted
the pretentious and
meaningless title “Academy of Music.”
A new theatre called the “Academy of Music has been
opened at Salt Lake Cisy. It is
owned and
not
but
*

Ladies,

managed

Gentiles,” and

has a

by Mormans,

by

good

stock company.
A rumor comes from Loxdon that Medori
has quitted the stage.

—A Loudon critic gives tlie following as a
specimen of the pronunciation of Phelps, the
tragedian, in “Macbeth:"
“How-now-ve -se-tramt .(.Lack ■anJ-tuid-nlelit-

RaagiiSl"
An adaptation of the plot of Rioci.s opera,
“Crispino e la Comare,” has been made for the
—

stage of

one

of the New York theatres,

have yon

Barilett & Parker
half ?

seen

are

Boston Stock List.
Sales at tiie Brokers Board, Dec 21.

& Parker have received

Bartlett

another lot ol those heavy all wool goods for men’s
wear, at one dollar per yard!
those Cloaks (hat Leach,
sevou dcllars and a

selling at

(IclGsNdlw

PORTLAND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

American Gold.
146
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107*
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 98
do
2d series..
97|
do
small.... 971
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 133
do
1864. 1004
do
1865. 100
United Si ales Ten-forties. 921
United States Coupons,
H6g
United Slates Debt Certificates, July....
Eastern Railroad. 993

J

96)

GALLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietob,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Copying (lone in the best manor.

8BELE»S
A

MARRIED.

Portland, Me.
dec29tt.

HAIR

LIFE I

Magical Preparation
-FOB-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

FIFTY

CENTS.

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

CHARLES

In Portsmouth, NH, Sept 2, Joseph II Steele,
Dorchester, Mass, and Miss Esther T Plummer,

OUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Elevators!

85 Cents per Set 1

At

ANDERSONIS

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET
86
octl8sn(13m

You Go Down Town?

When you

Stationery
the
As

&

can get

your

Fancy

Articles

NEW STORE,
Cheap as the,Cheapest.

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS!

variety for the old folks and tlie young.
33TA large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
OHEAP. Come and be convinced,
At Ike New Stare, No, 36 Centre Street,
FIRST DOOR FROM CONGRESS STREET.

Nov. 29.—SNdtf

11. L. REAL.

Wanted.
A man that understands the Drug Business, to
whom good wages will be paid.
Enquire at Cor. Fore aud India Sts.
Dec. 16-sxdlw

Agents Wanted

!

To sell the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the
Call, or address
L. DRESSER, 99 Exchange Street,
N ov 27—d4w*
Portland, Me.

Country.

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
substantial manner, at

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 MkhlteSt.
july21sntf

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety ot Rubi>cr Goods oan he procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and fancy
Goods Is really magnificent.
jnn*23tf

COUGH

ship Tuliet Trundy,
dor
J
New York.
Adv 9th, steamer Belgian for Portland
ships
14th;
Marv Russell, W eeks, tor New York
22.1; Jos Holms,
Crocker, lor New Orleans 14th.
Ar at Callao Nov lit, barques
Priscilla, Jones from
Chinchas, (and sailed £4th for Cork); 22d ship Castine, Thurston, do, (and sld 25th tor New York |
Ar at Cienfhegos 10th, barque Augusta C Small
Gott, Boston.
Sld frn Havana 13th, brig Hattie, Gilkey, tor Caibarien.
Ar at Matanzas 10th inst, brig Exeoutive, Gorham
Canary Islands.

At at Cardenas 11th hist, barque Sarah BHale
Hutchinson. Portland.
Sld 11th, barque Ellen Stevens, Howe, Portland.

SPOKEN.
Dec 14, off Cape May, brig Geo Burnham, Mounttort, from Philadelphia (or Portsmouth, wlih cargo
shifted.
Dec 18, lat 36 52, lop 74 55, brig Tbos Owen, Potteugill. from Nnevitas lor New York.
Dec 19, lat 35 11, Ion 71 39, brig Kittv Coburn, from
Damariscotta tor Mobile.

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 20
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .California.Dec 20
City of Cork. New York. .Liverpool.Dec 20

Columbia..New York. .Havana.Dec 21
New York.New York. .California.Dec 21
Hibernian.Portland... .Liverdool.Dec 23
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 23
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 23
Vera Cruz.New York. .Vera Cruz.Dee 23
•lava.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
Havana.New York.. Rio Janeiro .Dee 29
City of Boston.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 30
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Dec 30
Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz.Dec 28
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Jan 1
Miniature Almanac.December 22.
Moon sets. 9.31 PM
Sunsets.4.311 High water. 1.60 PM
Sun rises.7.27 I

MARINE NEWS

OITYHALL.

The Bateman Concerts!
TWO NIGHTS ONLY!
Thursday, Dec. 28, and
Friday, Dee. 20tli,
L* BATEMAN respectfully
MR* H. that
he will give in this city, with
world renowned

BALSAM!

OP

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
er

It is a vegetable eompouqd, aud contains
riotii properties whatever.

no

Inju-

WILL RESTORE GRAY H4IR TO ITS ORIG-

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the halr'soft, lustrous and silken.

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old or young, should fill to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
jEy Ask for Hall's Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take no other.
R. P. HALL A cp„
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips It Co , Wholesale Agents.

auglOsndSwton

hia

Company,

TWO GRAND

Vocal and Instrumental Concerts!
Which will surpass any Musical
witnessed in Portland.

Entertainment

ever

M’LLE PAREPA the most wonderful singer in the
world.
MR. I. LEVY,the greatestCornetPlayer in the world.
HERR CARL ROSA, the eminent Solo Violinist.
MR. WM. CASTLE, the celebrated American Tenor.
MR. E. SEGUJN, thetamous Buffo.
MUiB. J. LANG, the distinguished Boston Pianist.
HERR CARL ANSCHUTZ, the world renownod
Opera Conductor.
in future advertisements.

^particulars

CHARLES DAY,

JR.,

Thursday, December 21.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor
Eastport and St John NB.
Steamer Lewiston. Knight, Boston.
Sch Victory. Harris, Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch C W Holt, Hart, Ap.tlachicola, Fla—Stephen
F Morrill.
Sch Vic'ory. Harris, St George—master.

brig S G Adams, 211 tons, built
1864, has been sold for $13,000.
A2

at

Columbia In

Barque Hattie Morrison, of Bath, before reported
abandoned at sea, was valued at $40,000, on which
there was an insurance of $36,000.
FBOM MERCHANTSEXCHANGE.
NEW YORK, Dec 21—Ar, sch Henry Janes,Simonton, Cardenas.
Barque Enrique. Orcutt, from Buenos Ayres, Is
oshore under the lee of Fort Hamilton.
BOSTON, Doc 1 Brig Catharine Nickels, from
Baltimore tor Boston, sprung aleak and capsized off
Cope Cod 16th. The crew were taken off and have
‘Arrived at Boston. [The C N registered 168 tons, and
was built at Searsport in 1848, where she was owned.l
Sch Parallel, fr om New York tor Machias, with a
cargo of corn, got ashore at Provincelown and came
off leaky. Will discharge tor repairs.
Sch Ranger, f ora Bath fox Boston, is ashore at
J
Provineetown, full of water.
.,

DOMESTIC PORTS*
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d ult, ship Gentoo, Free-

Liverpool.

Sid Nov 16. ship Caroline Reed, Hind, Puget Sn*d;
10th, Endeavor. Doaue, Manila.
SAVANNAH—Cld 12th, brig Fannie. Chapman,
Ga.

Port and.
Ar 19th, barque Andes, Dalling, Portland; brigs
Webster Kelley, Haskell, Boston; P R Curtiss, Atherton, New York; seh Ruth H Baker, Knight, from
Boston.
CM 19th, brigs Mecosta, Bryant, Asptnwal);

IValson, Watson, Wilmington.

To-Day

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sale—Henry Bailey & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Beat Holiday Present—Webster’s Dictionary.
Christmas Present a— M. E. Bedlow.
Presents—Chas. Day, Jr.

Lost—King.
Ladies* Institute, Woriester. Mass.
Dissolution—Joseph C. Clark.
For Sale—Fish.
Maine Central Railroad.

Bat man Concerts—City Hall.
The BestCUance—Cbas. W alker.
At Coat—Toys.
Moss Baskets and Flowers—Mrs.
Pocket Book Lost.

Emery.

U. 8. DISTRICT COURT.
DECEMBER

TERM.—WARE, J., PHES1DINU.
Thursday. George A. Dingley of Water-

ville, pleaded guilty to an indictment charging
carrying on the bnsiness of a retail
liquor dealer without taking out the license
required therefor by the U. S. Internal Revehim with

nue

law.

He was sentenced

to six months

imprisonment la Augusta jail.
John F. Harding of Saco was put upon trial
on two indictments,—one
charging him with
passing counterfeit U. S. fractional currency;
the other for having counterfeit currency in
his possession with intent to pass the same.—
Messrs. Tapley and Smith of
Saco, and Howard & Cleaves of this city appeared for the
prisoner and Mr. Talbot, U. S. District Attorney, for Government.

On trial.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL TERM—BARROWS, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday.—There being no more cases to
go to the juries, the members were discharged
from ftirther attendance.
The

prisoners

who had been
or

Brunswick,—a fine of

of the

$50 each and if

not

paid iu ten days to three months each in
the county jail.
Joseph H. Pollard was indicted with the
last mentioned persons, and was
adjudged
guilty. It appeared that there was an indictment on file against him, found at the
July
term, 1S61, for compound larceny, in breaking
and entering the
shop of Daniel H. Stone in
and stealing therefrom a
quantity of articles.
Brunswick on the night of February 12. IStfl,
Tliis indictment was placed on tile and Pollard was let off on condition of enlisting In the
He

army.

enlisted, deserted, was

mer, in the way of 4th of July spectacles, outdoor music,
&e.; but, I believe, no provision is
ever made for
winter amusement. Theft is a
very large lot of un
improved land on the
corner ot Spring and
Claris streets—nearly
level its sides partially bunked
up, forming a
natural basin, and
admirably adapted for a
skating park. Now, If llie city could oh tain
the use of this lot from its proprietors lor the
purpose, it could be flowed by one of our steam
fire engines when the ground is
frozen, at a
very moderate expense or quantity of water,
and subsequently renewed with little trouble.
I am informed that water is very abundant in
the reservoirs in that vicinity. The surface
water that flows down the gutters of Clark
Street could also be diverted into the lot.
Another idea whieli suggests itself is this:
The horse cars run directly past past the locality, and, if the plan should be carried out it
might be a source of sufficient income to the
railroad to induce the proprietors to do something towards keeping the place in good condition.
K.
[The suggestions of our correspondent are

worthy of consideration, and we hope the subject will be acted upon, if not by our City
Council, by the Portland Railroad Company.|
Assistance to Vessels in Distress.

convicted,

by verdicts

jurors, were then brought up for sentence, and
the following sentences were imposed:
Patrick McCafl'erty, for compound larceny,—
two years in State prison.
Barney Holland, for receiving stolen goods,
—four years iu State prison.
Charles E. Moulton, for larceny,—one year
in State prison.
Frederick Pollard and Charles Cobb, for
riot iu

children.
I wish to make a suggestion, which, if it
could be carried out, would, 1 think, secure a
large amount of gratitude, tor a small outlay
of
money. The City Government is liberal in
furnishing amusements for its citizens in sum-

taken and

tried by a court martial and sentenced to imprisonment during his term of service. Somehow, by what manner is not known, he escaped, and re-enlisted, and, as he alleges,

served out his time and obtained an honora-

An order has been received from the Treasury Department, by Collector Washburn, designating the Revenue Steamer Mahoning,

Capt. Webster, tor special service on this
coast during the
winter, for the purpose of affording “the requisite assistance to vessels and
crews in ail cases of distress.”
The Mahoning
i3 to be provided with “provisions, fuel and
water, in such quantities as can be conveniently stored,” for the supply of such vessels
‘‘as may be found destitute,” and she will also
take such clothing or other supplies on hoard
the underwriters may see

as

for the

object.
Mahoning is “to

fit to furnish

same

The

cruise between Port-

land and Kast as far as

Whitehead, and West
as far as Cape Ann, &c., keeping as close to
land as may he consistent with the safety of
the vessel, and not going into port oQoner
than she may be compelled to from stress of
weather or want of supplies.”
Swedekborqiak Fair.—This entertainopened promisingly last evening, a large
numlser of ladies and gentlemen being present
despite the bad state of the sidewalks, from
which the snow has but partially been removed.
The exhibition by Messrs. Dennis,
O’Donnoll and Bachelder, of the Portland
ment

Street,

AMES,

SLEDS,

TOYS of every description.

And

EVERGREEN

ALSO,
BY THE

YARD !

new

Games of Three Merry Men,
on
earth, Chopped up

laughable thing

most

Monkey, and others.
Dec 22—<12t

CHRISTMAS INQ NEW YEAR.
Christina!, anil Setv Year's Gifts!
Also, an

assortment of

HOSIERY !
GLOTES,
Worsted Goods, Fancy Articles, &c.,
For Bale at

M. E.

BEDLOW’3,
61. Middle

Opposite 2nd Parish Church, Portland.

Street,

dc22d9t

BEST HOLIDAY GIFT!

With 3000 lUustratious.

Common anil Elegant Btndlnga. Best
a Fob tor, Teacher,
Child, Freud,—oi lasting value. Sold by ail Booksellers in Portland and
elsewhere.
Dec 22—dlt

Oread—A Ladies* Institute /
SECOND TERM will commence Eeb. 23th.
Tliis Institution brins within the reach of
Young
Ladies a truly Collegiate Education. Unusual finalities lor pursuing modem languages are afforded, and
also superior advantages to those
wishing to attend to
the Ornamentals and Music, both Instrumental and
Vocal. Particular attention is given to health morula, and refinement. For circulars address
REV. J. SHEPARDSON, I
SOPHIA B. PACKARD, ! Principals.
Dec 22—d2taw2moe

THE

IdAINE CENTRAL

Cassidy, Perth Ambov.
Ar 21st, barque Chlspi, Sprague, Malaga.

Ar 19th *ci .Marilia
PROVIDENCE
Maria,
Sdrague. Ellzabethport; Lizzie Raymond, Lord, fra
Philadelphia.
Ada Ames, Smith, from Rockland.
19th, sch Tillie £,f Anderson,
In port 20th, i*b* & G Hart, Wall, Providence ior
Xpr^ Haumonia. Bennett, Calais lor Bridgeport, Ct; Ella, Crocker, Rockland ior Richmond vk*
Planet, Perrv do for Jew York; Franck, Smith,’

Portland for Norwich.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 19th, ach Halo, Howard
Newburyport for Philadelphia.

R.

R.

Trains leave Portland dally (Grand

n
Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auburn anu i.ewlston at 7 3D A. M., and tor
Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 3.30 A.
M., and irom Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
Sif- Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

EDWIN NOYES, Snpt.

Dec 15,1665.

tkimt'

Moss

Baskets!

Filled with Fresh Flowers.
BOQUETS, may be iound daring the HoliAlso,
days, at
Dec

MRS. J. W. EMERY'S,
Congress and Chestnut Streets.

Comer ol
22—dlw

The Best Chance in the

ered the. Clerk to take bail for each defendant
in the sum of $2,000.
After going through with the
sentences,
Judge Barrows remarked that the present

catalogue of crime.

City t

about to change my business, I offer my
Stock, Stand auu Fixtures for sale at a bargain.
Possession given immediately.
This is one of the best stands in the
city for a Cash
Grocery, Produce and Ship Store Business.
CHAS. WALKER,
dc21dtf
Cor. Milk and Lime Sts.

Br'p'<,i

extraordinary

In the few months that
had intervened since the last term there had
been more crimes committed than had ever
before been known for so short a period.
Court adjourned to Friday morning.

~

COST.

at Cost, at No. 37) Middle St.,
Payson Block.
1 “e balance of stock of
Toys must bo sold regardless of p 1-lccs, to make room for a
millinery stock

rpOTS

Copartnership

Notice.

partnership heretofore
THE
liam P. Mansfield and theexisting between Wilundersigned under
firm

of Mansfield & Clark, isdtasolved
^ ^ARK.
Portland, 22d Dec. 1665

me

name

For Sale.

400

j1 P°Rock Fish, onboard tbo
Schooner Cmdenlla,
Ismg Wharf in lots
^
Aw’ly to t^1' '“aster on board.

^De^iS^dlw*

Ten Dollars llsward—Lost!
between the Grand Trnnk Depot
■VrESTERDAY,
*
and tbo Elm
Hotel, a Pocket Book containing no
money, but sundry papers of no value to any one but
ow59ri Whoever will return the same to the
t V'-H
office, shall receive the above reward.
Decamber 22. d3t’

Lost!
TVETWEEN McKenney's rhotograph Rooms and
India Street, on Monday, the 18th
P
hut., a gTJd
Ring; a heart In center. The finder will be sultahlv
rewarded by leaving It at said
Dec

Pboto^aph R^m,^

Books and Fancy Articles.—Short &
No. 68 Exchange Street, have stocked
their shelves ana counters with a splendid assortment of books suitable for gilts for tiie
approaching holidays. They have all the best

Loring,

publications

any one. It
wants of the

tions for the

for

which was

paid by

their parents.

New Church Lectures.—Rev. W. B. Hayden’s Sunday evening lectures continue to attract public attention by the novelty of the
ideas presented, and the ability with which

they are advocated.
The lecture last Sunday evening
a

was devoted
consideration of the two kinds of Divine

Inspiration,

which the

speaker

averred are
found in the different Books of the
Bible; the
Prophetic and the Apostolic; or the direct
and the indirect. The
Prophets were men who
had open vision, receiving communications im-

mediately from the Most High; hearing the
“W ord of tho Lord”
distinctly pronounced in
their ears. Such was the ease with Moses and
others. Their hooks all contain a
or

spiritual
prophetic meaning,relating to Ohri itian truths
and heavenly things.
The other class of writers had the
gift of the
Holy Spirit, writing under its inqmlse and illustration or guidanoe, but
spake what they
meant in plain, grammatical
language, with-

out symbol or vision.
The speaker added
copious Scripture proofs
and historical
illustrations, for which wc have
not room.

The lecture next
Sunday evening will be on
Prophets say about the birth of the

what the
Savioar.

and in various

bindings,

besides

lots of small hooks for the children
Also a
handsome stock of fancy articles from which
selections can be made to suit the tastes of

each,

_

AT

ders.

MUNICIPAL OOUBT.! DEC. 21.
John Rowe, for drunkenness and disturbance, paid a fine of three dollars and costs.
Three boys were brought up for
larceny of
articles from the auction room of W. C.
Barnes, on Federal Street.
They pleaded
guilty and were lined ten dollars and costs

to

WINTER arrangement.

Abby

Oft' Bombay Hook 18th, brig Frank E Allen. Merrill, tor Portland.
Off Ready Point 18th, sch Ruth H Baker, Knight,
hom Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 17th, brigs
Itaska, and
Webster Kelley, from Boston for Philadelphia; P R
Curtiss, fro... New York fur do, sobs Jas O’Donohue,
from Providence; Sardinian, from Rockland.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th,brig Leonard
Bcrrv, Steele,
Bermuda; sshsLobanah, Wail; Valhalla, Lord, ami
toms Walsh, Booth, tllzabethport for Boston; H
Calais
for
McLeod, Eaton,
Richmond; J H Moulton,
Crowley, Macluas; Gun Rock. Bovd. Bangor- Tri.
dent, Champlln, and Messenger, Holden, Rockland
Union, Arey, Boston % Philadelphia,
Cl 119th, ships N B Palmer, Steele, Hong Kong:
Southern Rights. Ross, Charleston; brig M Williamson. Thompson, Galveston.
Cld 20th, Bhtp Prime Donna, Herrlman, San Fran
cisco; barque Commerce, RobinRoo. New Orleansbrigs Centaur, Mru-ston, Cienftu-gos; Naiad, Richardson, do; Ocean Wave. Fogarty, Zaza; sch Saxon

MASS

WORCESTER,

county jail.
pany at Deering Hall, on Monday evening
John Cook, for
larceny,—eighteen months next, arc out, with the names of the actresses
in the State prison.
and actors engaged.
We are assured, by one
Patrick Kelley, for breaking and entering
who knows, that this company is far superior
with intent to steal,—nine months in the
in talent to any stock company now performcounty jail.
in Boston. There is to be a new comedy
Edward lloaoh, for uttering a counterfeit ing
and a new farce every evening, and the plays
and altered bank bill,—two
years in the State
are to be selected from the old sterling authors.
prison.
Look out for a gala time at Deering Hall
In the case of Daniel B.
who
was
Wallace,
indicted for assault with intent to kill, and in next week.
which case the jury could not agree
The Speakers hip.—Various names have
upon a
verdict, tie Clers of the Court was authorized been mentioned in connection with the Speakto take bail for his
ership of the next House of Representatives.
appearance at the nbxt
term in the sum of $SOO.
According to ail we can heat we think Col.
In the caserfof Lewis, Johnson and
Brown, James F. Miller of tills city, has the inindicted for breaking and entering the
shop of side track. Col. M. was a member of the last
C. K. Babb, and in which the jury could not House, and from what we learn he is possessagree,—application having been made by Mr. ed of admirable qualities to fit him for the
Carleton that Johnson, who had a
family place. Of course Portland will feel complimight be admitted to bail,—-tire Court empow- mented should the mantle foil upon his shoul-

term of the court presented an

Webster’s New Dictionary

—

Darien,

weUtu

ad'lrtu,
ments
tiscments

deprivation among t' e
people of this city, that there are no more convenient opportunities for indulging hi the invigorating amusement of skating, it is true
that there is a line chance lor it at the Basin,
but it is difficult ot access, particularly for

lurnverein, was worm me price of a ticket.
ble discharge.
Their performances were far ahead of
i no old indictment was taken from the
any of
flies, the acrobats that have
JUST RECEIVED A LARGE ASSORTexhibited at the theaand on it Judge Barrows sentenced him to
MENT OF
tres and circuses in this city, and
seven years in the Stale
they reprison.
Handkerchief and Glove Boxes,
John Johnson, John Carr and Charles ceived generous applause from the audience.
Dancing commenced about 9 o'clock to the
LADIES’ & GENTS’ TRAVELING BAGS, ■Carr, for larceny,—six months each in the
beautiful music of Raymond s Quadrille Bandcounty jail.
Ladies’ ami Geuta' Dressing Coses,
William Mackin and Charles Mac kin, for Meanwhile “Kriss Kringie.’Mn an adjoining
AVrltluu Desks,
his Christmas gifts for a small
compound larceny,—two years each in the room, dispensed
sum, and fancy articles, evergreens and reWork Boxes, Work Baskets & Stands, State prison.
freshments were disposed of in another room.
William Lawless, lor burglary—ten years in
Willow Sewing Chairs Si Tables,
This evening the beautiful pantomime ot
the State prison.
ROCKING HORSES,
“Cimlertlia” wifi he performed by children,
George Bonney, for compound larceny,—six
from lour to fourteen years old, who have been
Silver Fruit Knives, Silver Napkin Rings, years in the State prison.
Jeremiah Mahoney, for maliciously taking practising it, and the side rooms will be open
Q
for the exhibition of paintings, “Kriss Kringle”
and driving a horse,—one month in the
county and the
sale of fancy articles and refreshment*.
Desecting Maps and Pictures, House of Correction.
Hamilton Sharp, for assault and battery upC III JTA DISHES,
Continental
Theatre
Company.—
on William H.
Gorham,—three months in the The bills for the first
performance of this comBOYS’ & GIRL’S

114 Middle

IN Gift to

PORTLAND

DIPHTHERIA,

In these complaints tins Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efllc clous it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the tw«-fnld advantage of being at onco valuable as a curative and invaluable as a reventaiive of all the diseases of the
Throat. Lungs muII Bronchia.
The world Is challenged to produce a compound of
equal ofliesej and safety,
„*» rrepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
uollsNd&wwflm

an-

nounces

various

PORT

their

New Advertisements

either by pleading guilty

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS,

PORT ROYAL SC—Ar 8th, brig Mary Cobb, DunHas been found by experience to be the
can, New York.
Sid 4th, sch Harper* Coombs, Boston.
BEST REMEDY
WILMINGTON NC—Ai 14th, sch Knight, Romer,
Philadelphia.
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Thorat.
Cld 19th, brigs Dlrigo, Rumball, and Matron, Hillsuch as
man. New York.
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 16th, sch M S Hathaway,
Cole, Bangor.
B A JrMORE—Ar 19th, brig Joseph Baker, NickAelhnea, Bronchi!ie. Consumption, Croup, I
! erson. Turks 1 s'aud; sch Grape Shot. Snow. Bangor.
fnfluenva. Pleurisy, Pneenisnle, or
PlIILADELPIllA-Cld 19tli, brig O H kemneSlv,
Inflammation of the Lungs,
Clark, lor Boston; ach Hattie E Sampson, Blake, far
and Whooping Cough.

a

Bos bin!1
larding)
Sbl tbl Liverpool Tth mst.

i3,

man,

■WA-RBEU’S

It is

Ulm^fromC^ra<irarta’Crai*bal,uo Western SeB-

l.ir' The

In this city, Doc 21, Mrs Lydia, wife of
Oapl Robertson Dyer, aged 53 years 8 months.
ITS^Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No 19 Winter street. Relatives and Iriends are
invited to attend.
In South Parsonsfleld, Deo 1, Mrs
Sarah, wife of
Han't Cheney, aged 57 years.
In Richmond, Dec
Capt J A Southard, aged
about 40 years.

A largo

IT

barque Eugenia,
C“F.22,,|>
Sld £otb, barque King Bird, Coombs, Bangor.
Johnson, New York;
brig «T II I)i hngham, Muctgett, do.
Uni0n>

..

Why Will

At

STOftE

Market Square, 86.
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

FOREIGN FORTS.
At Hong Kong Oct 28, ship
tor
W hampoa, to load for Now Midnight. Crosby,
York, at !»10; barque
Star King, Smith, for do, same rate
At Whampoa Oct 28, bhip
Tagore,* Mir tin, for
New \ ork, lag.
Sill, ship Sea Serpent, Wiiisor, lor Now York; bark
Powliattau, Potter, for do.
A!'.st.P*'T“,‘°19tt* S1*- bH? Cosmos, Talbot, from

And in Wreaths.

died.

NAME

Dress

ol
of

Portland.
In Gardiner, Dec 18, Randall S Webb and Adeline
B Peaslee, both of Chelsea.
In Biddeford, Dec 2, G A Fenderson and Elizabeth
J Parker; 7th, Wm it T Bullock and Fannie J Baldwin, all of Saco.
In Bid ieford, Dec 10, Edgar It Clark and Martha
E Bullock.
Iu South Parsonsfleld, Dec 6, Gorham N Weymouth. ol Biddeford, and Sarah A Hayes, of S P.

HAIR.

For sale at

difficulty

in his way, and the union of
the Provinces would afford the best hope of obtaining such a Treaty.”

ous

Leach,

VICINITY-

Skating.
To the Editor of the Press:
It is felt to be a great

HHS

opinion
Recent Publication

the day.

early

Camden.

THIS

ti

rnmi^HI
■tf’frtii-r,
accommodate
us, by tendma ,u
at an
hour tn

BfeloW, ship Kate Prince, from Calcutta.
Ar .’1st, brigs N
Stevens, Saunders, Philadelphia;
Isabella Jewett, Smith, Rondout; schs Lucy, Appleby, Philadelphia; Mary E Pearson, Veazie, Rondout: S & B Small, Coombs, Flisaoarbport; Alquiz°r. Watts, Newbnrg;
Montano, Sanb-rn, Maclilas;
Belle Creole, Burgess, Bangor; Arcade, Almore, tm

5,1865—SNdly

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon tlie si in.
For sale by all Drnyyists and Fancy Goods Dealers
june31diyr

AMO

**'

Governor.
BOSTON—Ar29lh, barque Undtne, Glover, from
Cienfuegos: sells Win Gregory, (Br) Auld, Cardenas;
Campbell, Soule, Philadelphia ; Vulcau, Heioey,

I

Tho

—g_■.■"■j?.1

Ihoembar 22, 1865.

Cornelia,

_

the Oldest Hemedies

Known to

POICTTAMO

Adaline, Hatch, New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 10th, sell Boston, Gould, from
Boston tor Freeport.

2.76

—

Fn3ay Morning,

SALEM-jArM.*. sells Hampden Bello, Hntfh, frn
Philadelphia; Nepohret,. Snow,Horn Rockland; 20th,

2.25

2410

a

Isabella Jewett, 'Elmira, Sarah Gerelenow;
schs ltosini, A E tVillanl. Messenger, Bcqtarnin, Ada
Ames. KenilrUk FSTpWhite Sq», Alex You*;. aiiB
Small, Alquiser, Balloon. Mareas Guulefi'Cimipbcll,
AgBteria, I'Adenie.
\
EDO A tmWTN Ar Ubt U“l? (titter JC Dobbin,

^Di'isko,

_

I’OI’.tKaNU.

OF

—

ington.

in his

NOTICMjS.

ae-.'-j——-l

\V

o

The First National Banlr

be

dramatizing “Consnelo”

fry The Bath Times learns that Dr. Cleveland Buck, of Woolwich, an old and highly esteemed physician of that town, died suddenly
of heart disease, on Tuesday last, while riding

SPECIAL

—

to

H.

Hinds, Esq., of Augusta,
has received an appointment as Assistant
Clerk of the House of Representatives at Wash-

ag*-m-«
f
/Sidled 19th, brfAi Mary Lowell. Ella Jferia,

—

requires a large
reading public,

stock to suit the
and Messrs. S.

& L. have such a stock.

Holiday Decorations.—We refer the
reader to Mrs. J. W. Emery’s advertisement of
beautiful wreaths, boquets, and other decora-

holidays.

We

are

indebted to her

splendid moss basket, filled noth genuine
flowers, which is sufficiently beautiful and
a

delicate to make one believe It taken fresh
from Alladin’s palace.
Mrs. E. has exquisite
taste, and her shop, particularly the display
window, is one of the attractions of the city.
Sleig hebtg."—The snow storm of Wednes-

day night and Thursday morning furnished
element enough for excellent sleighing, and
yesterday, wheels were discarded and runners
substituted.
The horse railroad track is covered to the depth of several inches and the
Company are running their convenient sleigh
omnibuses.
The Concert.—Tickets for the grand Conby the Bateman Troupe, will be ready for
sale on Tuesday at Paine’s Music Store, at
which time a diagram of the nail will he
certs

ready, and
either

ot

reserved seats may be secured for
evenings. There will be hut

both

two concerts

given here by this incomparable

troupe.
For an irritated throat, cough or cold,
Brown’s Bronchial Troches ” are offered
ed with the fullest confidence in their efficacy.
They have been thoroughly tested, and maintain the good reputation they have justly acquired. As there are imitations, be sure to

“

Penalty fob Crime.
By reference to
Supreme Judicial Court report, it will be obtain the genuine.
Mwir
noticed that severe sentences have been
impoEd Aromatiqde, for beautifying the teeth,
sed upon the prisoners convicted at the
presperfuming the breath and hardening tlieguiur.
ent term. The justice of these
penalties will We can
cordially reccommend this to the pul
be acknowledged by this
community. Ciimc lie with
safety. See advertisement in Special
has become so rampant that it is
highly Notice column. Sold at Crewman <fe Co.’s
necessary to impose severe punishment upon
Store.
offenders, and the course of Judge Barrows Drug
Todd’s Hungarian Balm is pronounced
will be sustained by all law abiding citizens.
it, as being one of
The aggregate amount of
imprisonment in- by persons who have used
the best articles for the hair that is manufacflicted by the Judge at this term is
thirty-seven
and a halt years in the State
prison, and four tured. See advertisement.
years in the county jail.
Attention is directed to the advertisement
—

our

__

Delayed.—In consequence of waiting at
Island Pond for the train from .Montreal, the
passenger and mail train on the Grand Trunk
Railway was more than four hours late in arriving here yesterday. There was a great deal
jf snow on the track between Island Pond
and Montreal.

of the Oread Institute for
Worcester, Mass.

_

Young Ladies, al

remember that the first of the Ariel Assemblies will come off at eight
o’clock, this

evening

at

Lancaster Hall,

The

Eggs of Pharaoh’s Serpents—a wonlerful Chemical Toy
at Crosmau <£ t'o.’s
drug Store, 7o Middle Street.
—

Confirmed.—The nomination of CoL Rubs P. Tftpley of Saco, as Judge of the Su>reine

Judicial Court, was confirmed yesterCouncil.

lay by the Executive

Games of

all kiuds can be found at

ty’s, comer of

Free and Centre streets.

Qu;l-

BY

from

TELEGRAPH,

2L

San Fean cisco, Dec. 20.
reported that anew line o! steamers to
Oregon is to be established, composed of the
Montana and the Lookout. The latter is now
due from Hath.
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
The trouble between the Central and Pacific routes has been settled and trains from Folsom to Lincoln will soon be running.
The
laying of the track from Lincoln to Marysbe
ville will immediately
resumed.

The Columbian commission has adjourned
until the 4th of January.
The commisrioners, Gen. Salyer for Columbia, and Col. Thom-

-—-

It is

Biddle for the United States, have worked
faithfully at their docket, and out of one hundred cases have decided
sixty-five, and hare
differed on only two, which are referred to Sir
Frederick Bruce, the British Minister, for final
decision.
The awards will not be published
for some time. There are many important
questions submitted in the cases, but the most
important cases are yet to be tried.
as

1865.

----

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.
SENATE.

Washington. Dee. 21.
On motion of Mr. Howard, tlie President
asked to report to the Senate upon what
grounds Jefferson Davis was confined? and
why he was not brought to trial ?
The Chair announced the following Committee on Reconstruction: Messrs.Fessenden,
Grimes, Harris, Howard, Rohnson and Williams.

j .h

Block Marts Oil.
:
Nsw York, Dec. 21.
Seonil Board.—Stocks heavy.

The

Secretary of the Treasury left this
morning on a visit to New York, and will be
absent until after Monday.
The Senate in executive session to-day confirmed the nomination ofChailes Durkce, of
Wisconsin, as Governor of Utah, vice James

Gold..
United States coupon Sixes, 1881.197
United States 5-20 coupons, 1865,.100
Treasury 7 3-10..
Missouri Sixes*. 79
Canton Company.45

_

petition of the colMr. Sumner presented
ored citizens of Tennessee, that the Congressfrom Tennessee he not reional

delegation

ceived until the State has recognized the lights
of colored citizens.
Also, a petition of white citizens of the District of Columbia for the extension of the right
of suff rage to the colored people.
.Mr. Howard presented a petition of 3,700 colored citizens of South Carolina for such legislation as will insure them their political rights.
Referred to the Committee on Reconstruction.
Mr. Davis offered a resolution, calling od
the heads of departments for a list of persons
indebted to the border States. Objected to
and laid over.
On motion of Mr.

Central..
Erie.96}
Hudson.
1084
Cleveland and Pittsburg.it>]. ggj

Christmas is coming and Christmas books
have come. Happy are all the little folks
of to-day, for whom such delightful pict-

printed and such sugar-plum stories
We are glad to see all the treasures of
told.
art and color poured into their laps. And we
do despise the act of that publisher, who, on
pretence of giving the children something new,
brings out the stolen engravings of a half-dozen old books, and
strings upon them a story
where the incidents are made to fit the used-up
wood-cuts, which neither illustrate nor embel-

derwas taken to Richmond and turned over
to Gen. Terry.
Gee wrs left at Raleigh in
of Gen. Ruger and Duncan was conveyed to Savannah and placed in custody of
Gen. Steadman.
are to he tried
mili-

charge

tary commissions.

They

lish the text.
We have just laid down

by

a

Secretary Sewanl has forwarded communications to Provisional Governors Perry and
Governor elect Orr, of South Carolina, precisely similar to those sent to Alabama and Georgia. The former is relieved of bis duties, and
the latter becomes Governor.
Hon. Allen A Bradford, Delegate from Col-

gued that the North was net justified in forcing
negro suffrage on the South, while they withheld political rights from the negroes in the

orado, was to-night

run

overby

a

street car,

It 1s said that the friends of the measwho abstained from the polls, are obtain-

flag

|

journed.

_

Virginia Legislature.
Richmond, Va., Dec. 21.
fhe Legislature has
adjourned until the
13th of January.
At the special election
to-day, Tlios. J. Evans was elected to the
House of Delegates,
and N. A. Sturdevant, State
Attorney.

Georgia Legislature,

Miixedoeviele, Ga.. Dec. 15.
N. C. Bant well is elected Secretary of State,
J. A. Bums Comptroller, and John Jones
Treasurer.
The Legislature has passed

bill regulating
the reception of testimony of freedmen. It
makes free persons of color competent witnesses in civil cases when like persons are defendant, and in criminal cases where the offence is against
property or the person of the
freedmun.
It also provides that where the
freedman is plaintiff and defendant, tliev may
make and file any affidavit now allowed to citizens, which shall have the same force as if

they

were

a

Ifetc York

Cotton—firm ;

lauds at 51 (oj 52c.
Flour— i u 10c higher; b*1ch, 1,200 bbls. of State
af 7 10 ® 8 55.
Rouud Hoop Ohio at 8 §o @
nn
Western 7 10 (&) 8 52.
Southern, galea 1,500 bbls
at 8 75 (g) 15 25.
Canada, sales 300 bbls. at 8 15 ®
1115.
Wheat— 1 @ 2c higher ; sales 69,600 bushels of
Chicago Spring at 1 62 @ 1 84. Milwaukee Club at
1 72 % 1 84. Amber State 2 38* @ 2 43.
Corn—lc higher; sales 76,000 bushels Mixed Western at 96 vft 97c.

in

whites.

A joint resolution was adopted unanimously to the effect that the President has bean
magnanimous towards the people of Georgia.
Adjourned to the 15th of January.

Beef—steady.
Pork—firmer;

sales

28 50.
Death of

a

6,600 bbls. of Mess at 28 25 @

Lard—rather firmer; sales 900 bbls. at 15
19*c
Whiskey—dull; sales at 2 80 @ 2 32.
Sugars -steady; sales, 165 hhds. Muscovado at lty

Doth Shipbuilder

a

@l^o.

Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—dull.
Naval

|

Freights to Liverpool—quiet,

Block,

The following recent appointments have
been made by his Excellency the Governor
and commissions issued at the Adjutant General’s Office, viz:
2d beg’t. cavalby.
Commissary Sergt. George E. Allen, of Augusta, 1st Lieut, and Commissary, vice Cleve-

land, resigned.
Seigt Major Charles E. Wilson, Bradford,
1st Lieut., company A, vice Manser, promoted.

Seigt Frank W. Pierce, (Co. A). Houlton,
1st Lieutenant, company B, vice Jewett, resigned.
Sergt. Frederick C. Prince, Cumberland, 2d
Lieutenant, company C, vice Dodge, resigned.
Sergt Albert L. Fields, (Co. E,) Rockland,
2d Lieutenant, company F, vice Parlin, resign-

ed.

Seigeant Ora M. Snell, St Albans, 2d Lieutenant, company K, vice Emery, resigned.
Hospital Steward Andrew R. G. Smith, Wiscassett, Assistant Surgeon, vice Norris, dis-

charged

lor

disability.

Abbest.—Officer Barbour last evening arrested William M. Gay, for
stealing a coat
from Temple Street Stable, belonging to Mr.
Boothby. The fellow sold the coat to Thomas Markey, from whom it was recovered. The
coat was valued at $75 and in the pockets
were bills for the amount of
$300, which the
scamp destroyed.
Thirteen proposals for firesh beef for
the troops as Fortress Monroe, Norfolk, and
the surrounding camps, ranged from 111-2 to

pound.
Pittsburg Digpatch notices a new
kind of carpeting made of manilla paper, said
to be for superior to oil cloth and costing
only
18c. per

The

half

as

much.

-A.
NO.

W.

13

Medical

N.

DEMING,

years, and is also a regular graduated
is perfectly
to chronic
in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroAila. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering er hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

phvsicfan.
disejaes

adapted

palsy

Stock

Lady friends,

Fancy

such

hlDIkS
Who have cold lianas and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming In the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the Dowels; pain in the side and back :
leucorrhoea, (or whites); falling of the womb with in
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion,
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure mean!
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble:
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, In a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH 1 TEETH 1 TEETH!
Dr. D. still continneB to Extract Teeth by Elec
tricity without pain.
Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at hie house.
Office houra from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 P. M„ and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

gGEk

C. H. OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Olapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give zatisaction.
augH’G5eodis&wly

a-. Ft. PAINE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC

Christmas and New

OITY

CASES,

good articles for Presents. caB and look
IF atyouthewont
Italian, Turkish and other Chairs, Fancy

Tables, Camp Stools, and a host of Brackets, &c..
BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
M,deMdtf
* Free St. Block.

the contrary

We Commence the

y

.,,,

The Bale of Dry Goods will be Continued through the week.

NEW STYLES,

groundless!

are

And making oueol the beet Stock. In the
city
•elect from.

i

Slaughter
abo^nvlte particular attention

CASES, LADIES COMPANIONS,
GLOVES, SLEEVE SETS,

POTMONNAIES, PEEFUMEEY,
1

And a full slock of USEFUL and DESIRABLE
GOODS.
t’ff Don’t be deluded with the idea that nothing
desirable can be found at

No. 13 Market
But call and

to ow

W. PAINE.

-A~
Dec 19—diw*

HOLIDAY

^PRESENTS!

Toy

Books,

Hoops, in. Tape, 4 tapes, heavy wire,
Will be exhibited the
for
1.46 former price S.OO
Pantomlne on Clnderllla. I 30 Hoops,3 in., Corset and Shirt
combined,
*“■ nfl'
Acted entirely by Children, including a Fancy
1.50 former price S.95
the
Children
in
dressed
Ball, by
Fancy Costumes.
30 Hoope 11, Corset and Skirt combined,
for
1.95 former price 1.75
Fancy Arcticles and Refreshments will be offered
ior sale, together with
A Beautiful Assortment of
Evergreens,
Crosses, Wreaths, and a varied collection of Christmas Devices and Emblems suitable ior Parlor Decorations.
A Genuine “German Christmas,»»
with the arcompanyingTree and
Garden, will be celebrated in one of the adjoining
rooms, and fbr a small
Gentlemen, Keep Year Temper!
admittance fee Katas K jungle will dispense presents to all visitors.
A Gallery of Statuary and
fainting
Knit be Bold Prior to Stook
will also be ccnnected with the Fair.
1
There
will be no Raffling, no Guess Cake, or
cP"
otter traps tor the
unwary, except the two side
rooms before mentioned.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Stng'e Slckets 30 cents:
four lor a dollar.
The Fair will be open
Friday and Saturday through
the day: doors open at 10 A.M. Admission 10 cento.
FRIDAY EVENING,-Pantomime qf “Onderilla,»
by the Children.
SATURDAY EVENING, "Christmas Tableaux." 20 doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged,
*
declfeltf
for
l.TB, worth 4.00
80

20

FANCY DANCING!

very beautiful; and the largest

20

GAMES!
BE

Selling from $1.50 to $2.50
a great variety of

Will commence a

IN THE CITY!

FOUND

and Girls

Boys

MR. X. W. RAYMOND,

AT

Bibles,

Catholic Prayer Books.
selling Juvenile Books this year at
discount from last year prices.
Give me a call before purchasing.
am

A.

a

AND

TVEW

Ladies Class at 7—Gentlemens' at 8 o’clock.
20—<11 w

1

During the Course of which there

will

be

a

GRAND 0ALI0O & 00MI0 DRESS BALL,
Christmas Evening, 25th Inst.

Square,

On which occasion all persons getting up Dresses
requested to favor that of a comic character.
The managers of these Assemblies have determined
to give the dancing public of this city an
to enjoy a season of dancing which cannot be excelled.
Tickets for the Cour se, including thd Ball, $4.00

opportunity

Single Tickes,

And Single T.ckets tor
To be had of Croiman

Also, the PHOTO-CALIGRAPII,

71c
the Ball,
1.00
& Co., and Partington, un-

der Lancaster Hall.
&y Ladies not admitted unless accompanied by Gentlemen.
MANAGERS.
J. C. Colley.
Wm. Weeks,
T. W. Burnham.
C. H. Nash,
Wm. W. Knight,
S. F. Bearce.
Music by Raymond’s Full Quudrllle Bund
Tickets to be had of the Managers and at the door.

com-

bined.
0T- A 8ne assortment of Colored Chromo and Oil
Prints.
dcl9dtdc31

!3F"*l>on't allow anything jealous neighbors can
say to prevent you from calling. Copy the number
and call it for nothing more than to see the great
difference between our prices and others.

Goods.

SHAWLS,

Dancing

CLOAKS,

Poplins,

All

CONGRESS HALL,

Cashmeres.

148 & 150 Middle

wi*l be taken on
Dec 21—dlW*

BLANKETS !
for presents.
B. F. HAMILTON Si Co.,
Cor. Congress and Preble St.
Dec 19—d2w

WHAT MORE APPROPRIATE FOR

THAN

A

But that good times

•

SUCH

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!

j

e

Extremely Low

H. G.

We intend keeping our Stock

GOLD, AND GOLD-PLATED JEV/ELRY,

of all kinds; Gold anil Silver Ws tches; a
good stock
of Perfumery; a new stock ol Photograph Albums,
cheaper than ever. Band Wallets, Pocket Knives,
Pistols, Tape Measures, Back Gammon and Chequer
Boards, Games, Fancy Boxes, Playing Cards,Trevelmg Bags, Reticules, small Parian" and China Ornaments, and a good assortment of

Fancy

Articles.

Also, Just opened and will be sold very low, White
and Colored Blankets, Fine Wool Shawls, Ladies
Cloaks and Cassocks, Worsted Breakfast Capes,
Gloves tod Hose, Head Nets, Wool Table Covers,
Lace Veils, Comiortcrs, Scarfs, a goodstock of UnderShirts and Drawers, TravcllnTshlrfcf,, &c.
Kg’ Please call and examiue'tbls stock, and learn
the prices before
purchasing elsewhere.
Recollect, at the number 109 Federal St., Auct’on
Room of

w.
Portland, Dec 15,1865.

Christmas
no

c.

BABNES.
d2w

Presents.

article more useful to

a

person with

more appropriate for a Christmas
present, than one of those neat
or fiunily cases
or

pocket

Homoeopathic Medicines,

To be obtained at No. 92 Exchange Street.
M. SEAVEY.
Decl—d*w

Society hereby
Room, new City
Building, Portland. In joint convention, on TUESDAY next, Doc. 96th, at ten o’olock A. M. for the
pnrnpso of electing a member of tile State Board of
Agriculture fbr this district.
Per Order.
8. B. BECKETT,
DecJO-dtd

GOODS!

no-

***«.

5 Free Street

A. M.,
public auction,
on-the
day of January next unless
previously disposed of at private sale.
The house has been kept for the last few years
Bulbs M. Lord. Possession given Mth July MM.

by

Or. ISAAC DYEB,'No.
Dec 20—dtd

Block, 5,

many

PORTLAND.

as-

fTIHE ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders In
A this Bank will be holden at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9, M66, at 10 o’clock A. It., for the purpose of electing Dhrec.ors for the ensuing year; deciding whether they wtu increase the capital stock ot
the Bank; change the par value of the snares to glee
each, and for the transaction ot any other business
that may legally come before them.

Gifts,

And Fancy

Whsrf^orOand.

fTIHE ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
A “The Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them,
wiu be held at their Ban ing House on Tuesday, the
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. H.
dcdljKlB. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.

OS’

Choice Styles In

and

Union

Merchants’ National Bank

1

Have just received and are now opening a large
sortment of Goods suitable for

new

§

Canal National Bank.

♦

In

We

CENT.,

BARGAINS, BARGAINS,

deeUdtd

Handkfs.,

CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

Casco National Bank.
fTIHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders oi “The
X Caeeo National Bank of Portland,” lor the election ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of any
othar business that may
come before them,
legally
wfll he held at thel Bunking
Home on TUESDAY,
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GKRBISH, Cashier.
Dec g,

1835.__dcAdlm

Second National

all qualities, together with a carefully
lected Stock of

and

Bank!

Annual Meeettng ot the Stockholders of the
Second National Bari wlllbe held et their Banking Room, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January
next, at 3 P. M.. for the choice of five Directors, and

THE

tar any other bmtosem that may

Dec T, 1835.

legally

come

before

H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
dcSdtd

Insurance

Company!

se-

Annual Meeting.

Perfumery

I

are

THIS DAT opening

an

Invoice ot theae

fTIHE Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComX petty are hereby notiaed to meet at the office of
said Company an MONDAY,the Ant day of January
A.J>. 1868, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
chooM g seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may then
be legally noted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
Dec 9,1835.—dtd

In

In Wine Colors, together with

received tin

want

should call immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
14T Middle St.
Nov. 8—dtf

Dress

Fancy

THE

m
*—>—-u-

T gers lor Havana. Appiyto
J. 8. WINSLOW,

No. 4 Central Wharf:
Or to the Captain on hoard.
dec3l dlw

Fop Sale.
storied house No. 2 Peach Street. Price
MIC AH SAMPSON,
No. 21 Commercial Wharf.

rjlHE

Stockholder* of the Cumberland National

1 Bank of Portland ue hereby notified that thcra
will he a meeting ol the Stockbohters. at their Banking Boom, on Thursday, the 18th day of January,
IMS, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice of Directors
and the transaction of any other buainaaa that may
come before them.

OVERCOATS AT COST !

Goods,

YES,

a

Dig

in the Ribs!

SO Spring, extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48,
StraMr arise 8.80.

and

And Mourning Goods 1

wx axui sell

are

DRESS

Combination Conets
Reduced Price*!

at

SUPPLIED,

if*

nothing but
the very beet quality of
good*, and eunund will sell
them cheaper thus tay houte tat the ande.

ANDERSON’S

and

Corset

Store,

88 MARKET SQUARE.

i. $2,000. Enquire of

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Dec*)—diitf

k*.

WOOLENS,

171 Fare Street, Heed Leag Wharf.

Todd’s

dtf

Hungarian

Hair
—AW»—

1

all their varieties.

invite, the attention of the
We confidently
which we offer strictly at
Xodiee to the above stock,

One Prief*.

8*. Block.
dtt

Portland & Bo; heater Railroad Co.
A LL persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
BOeheeter R. R. Co., are requested to call at the
office of the Company, He. <4 Middle St., and exchange their Benda, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ot Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. A B. R. R. Co.
doStf
I860.
Dec 4,

A.

J. M.

TODD'S, 74 Middle Street,

Com. or Excaamam 8r.
Dec 30— eodlw

BEADS USY aTsWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Ofifioe 117 Middle Street,

ELDEN 1 WHITMAN,
December 19,IMS.

Dressing!

For tale at

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS

5 Free

Balm!

X* UNSURPASSED AS A

FLANNELS,

ladles, cull and be convinced;'we sell

Skirt

g. w. rich & co,

QUALITIES,

_

ELEVATORS! 25 ote. par fct

No lady should be without thorn.
tr THE TRADE

Thirty Days.

Daeember M, lMfi.

fading

SO dozen Superior Colored Cornet*
One Dollar a pair.

French

The Next

BLANKETS,
OP THE BEST

AT COSTt!

OVERCOATS
ro*

At the Lowest Prices; and n fall assortment of

Monopolisers

COST!

AT

AlLPAlCCA.8,

In

Christmas Festival of the Mission Sabbath
School, Deering*s Bridge, wOi occur at thsir
on
the evening of Dee 26t*i.
Chapel
Donations for the Christinas Tree, Refreshment
and Fancy Tables, will be thankfully received, and
may be left at the store of N. J. i- liman, cor. Middle
and Union Sts., on Christmas day.
Tickets may be obtained at the' above Store for 26
cts.
dc20d4t

complete stock of

Cumberland National Bank.

CLOAKS,
BARGAINS

French Pattern Corsets 1.50 a pair.
A GREAT BARGAIN!

“Come Over and Help Us.”

a

SHAWLS,

very queer.

Just
consignment a Bankrupt
of RUBBER OVERCOATS which belt
HASStock
to sell at

Thibets!

and

We would call attention to our stock ot

21—dlw

H. A. HALL

Poplins,

Winter Colors. Also a Ail) line ot

Poplins

nriHE Stockholder* of this B*nk *re hereby notified
A that their Annual Meeting will be held at their
on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M, to ebooee five Director*
for the ensuing year, wad to act on any other bualneaa that may legally come betare them.
EDWARD GOULD, Caehicr.
Portland, Dee «, 1MB. -dtd

Banking Room,

FOR ONE DOLLAR!

Speculators

Presents for Little Folks.

decl* dSw*

on

as

HOLIDAYS.

MARKET SQUARE.

26

High Prices have Got

Holidays.

IP 'Call and examine this Stock snd Prices before
purchasing elsewhere, and you will surely And that
old Santa Claus now is, as of obien time, there with
his

mHE two

convenient

Annual Meetings.

Skirt and Corset Store! SILKS,

And am now prepared to fhrnish my old customers
and all new ones from a splendid and entire new
stock for the

Any person in

and commodious Hotel
Main
THE
the “Saco House
Street, .-acs, better known
will he sold at
ut ten o’clock

Fur particulars enquire of

Plaid

A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT

Dolls, &c.

r.

members of the Cumberland Co. AgriculTHE
tural and Horticultural Society and the members
ofthe

Block.

Dec 4—dti

Skirts and Corsets l

For Havana.

are

Deering

a

Statues J

Notiee.
Portland Horticultural
Rtaef at the Assestors’

PER

Toys, Games, Toy Books, Paper

$3.00 each.

For Sale at Auction.

——

^STo. 5

One Price, and No Variation!

-AMD—

ANDERSON’S,

VASES,

permitted

•__

For the Toilet, which we offer at

Streets,

!F*aiicy Goods,

Deo

V we shall tell the two-st ry brick House No. 25
Cotton Street Also the two-story wooodan Room
No. 23 on the adjoining lo*. Those bouses are In good
ordnr, eeutrally located and desirable. Terms onehalf cash, balance In one aqd two yeara—Interest
•eml-annually—secured by mortgage. Two hundred
dollars purchase money win he required at time at

Ocean

FORTY

AGENT

Christmas and New Tear’s

UENBY BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers.

Dec 14—dtd

HENBY BAILEY A Co., Aucttooeara.
Dec 22—dtd

And hope, by honest dealing and strict attention to
business to receive a liberal patronage.

as-

Castors, Cake Baskets, Tea-Sets, Call Bells, 8pnonHolders, Sugar Bowls. Cream Pitchers, Mugs, Butter Dishes, Napkin Rings; Tea. Dessert and Table
Spoong.Dessert and Medium Forks, Sugar Shells,
Butter Knives, Salt and Mustard Spoons, &c.
Also
a good assortment of tine

Toys

QUINCY,

Marble

FOBTP«rt1*'llar»

W.

Marked Down

TV

Parian

A. M.’
on the premises, we shall sell the valuable lot e‘
land on the corner of Mountfort and Sumner Street*
containing about
Twenty-Five Tknnensd One Hundred and
Fifty Feet.
Thisba One lot, pleasantly located, and near the
Portland Co’s Works.
enquire of Capt. JAMES UOUNT-

"***■

Gloves and Hosiery,

CORSETS!

for the Manufacturers ef Fine Bronze,
Black, Fancy and Wood dock*; Silver Call
Patent
Bells,
Sewing Birds, and Spring Tape Measures; alsofKeroseneLomp Brackets, Chandeliers, Re&e.
I have also received consignments from
flectors,
Importers of

goods suitable for

Real Estate at Auction.
MONDAY, January 1st, at 11 /clock

The National Traders Bank.

Store formerly occupied by WK. Bakes,

Which will be s dd at the LOWEST PRICES. The
stock consists of Silver plated Ware* such as

Prices!

Black Lace V oil*

ed2w

Comer of Free and Center

f"VN

Valuable Beal Estate at Auction.
AN SATURDAY, January 6th, at 3 o'clock P. M,

elegant and desirable

December 21,1866,

-AM)-

and

coming, is yet

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHRISTMAS

Gifts!

GOODS,

And the fhct ei their having been recently
purchased enables us to offer them at

HOOP SKIRTS,

136 and 138 Middle Street,

kinds of
Trees, Holi-

a

very choice Stock oi

Including Lf ce, Cambric and Yelencennee Sets, Collars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Beta,
Collars andCudb. Also, a tall assortment of

clear, tor ANDERSON still Is found

S?AW BROTHERS*,

cannot be excelled.
All the choicest
JJtat
Confections. Ornaments fbr Christmas

RECEIVED at the Auction Store of W. C.
JUST
BARNES, 109 Federal Street, large
sortment of

The.

f.r

_

OPENING

NOW
f

/'CONSISTING in part of Toys, all kinds of OrnaYymeutal Work. Christmas Cakes, Bon-Bons,Horns
of Plenty, assortments of
('aa/ln and French Ceafectlauery

NEW YEAR’S GIFTS!

a

DRESS

Soaps

AX

on hand or made to
frosted and ornamented.
Call and see for yourselves.
Kff~ Parties anaLeveea supplied at short notice by
CHARLES W. LUCY,
dec 19 d2w
No. 91 Exchange St.

......

Embroideries,

Good News for the Ladies

AS ABE

ORLEANS

The above Cotton has been, classed and
sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
the Atlantic Deck, Brooklyn, and by sample at the
ofltee of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New
York City, two day* befltre the sale.
Dec 10—dtd

BO I. •!«.

Assortment of

Pur Cap, Collar or Gloves

as

day or Ladies' Apples.
Cake of all kinds constantly
srder.

•'

at 26 Market Square.

Articles!

SETS, TRAVELING BAGS,
Ac., Ac.

fs
THERte
family,

BEAUTIFUL

are

and

COTTON !

ALPACCA!

▼wry Deed Quality far
Very Fine Nice Qaality

bad for

what is better, the oil of Petroleum's

very

SCARFS. NECK-TIES,
PLAIN and EMBROIDERED LINEN

Holiday

Is

cave, for under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the pact year.

SPLENDID FURS!

Bloch,

J. M. DYER Si CO.

la More 75 piece.

Bought very cheap, In which we offer extra Inducement* to porchaeen. Among them areeome

the few who speculate on the wants of the
many who need the riches ot Croesus,
or

BET OF

Co.,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

Dec 19—d2w

MEMPHIS

Ladies’, Gents’, and Chlldrew’; Hemstitched and
Colored Bordered, together with plain Horn
Cambric do. In all grades. An Elegant

vast

OR

Such

Year.

High prices are foiling, which

HOLIDAY GIFTS

BY

Fancy

New

naw.

A variety of

and

About 3000 Bales

Lace Trimmed, Embroidered,

“Good bye the old year,” welcome the

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.

Useful

now

BLACK

Embracing

The

ical

RECEIVED

than sell at the

NEW
We have

application.

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL !

Any of which would be valuable, useful and econom-

JUST

we

Holiday

CHRISTMAS

Clapp’s Block,

Dee 8T, at8<o’cl’kP. M,
ty Advanced Class at 1 o’clock. Private Classes

HOSIERY,

-T. M. DYER Sc

of which

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

18$.

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y.,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, V. S. Cetleu Agent

Lowest Possible Cash Prices.

St.,

’Wednesday,

CLOVES,
Very nice aU-wool

De Lains.

and

December 28th, 1865,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. If.,

the
111

Prints

M.Hf.et.nn .f Heap Skirts fc Cartels.
Dec 19—dtf

11865.

School.

Thursday,

-FOR THE-

Miss DOUGLASS will commence s
Class for beginners In Dancing at

Thibets,
handkps,

JOHN H. DRAPER ft CO,

At

NEW

RIUUU &

H. DU APE
a, Auctioneer.

United States Cotton Sale.
Oa

Pall la all its Departments!

A Splendid Assortment of hand- made Shawls
Hsedi mad Ssatagie

on

DeeSl-SS*** BAILEY* CO., Auctioneers.

COTTONS.

TSc pr.

Received. I

shall sell

we

Tenement

WILL SELL

Bleached and Brown

Dec 12— dtl

SILKS,

m

left Emb. Backs,

are

Photographieon.

Holiday

more

Just

HALL.

Commencing

and Autograph Album

50 6m« H«Mb| Woven, slightly damaged,
60c each, warth 1.00
50 dss. Heeds, Nubias, choice goods,
95e each, wertk 1.50

A few

Tuesday Evening, December 19th. 1805.

YEAR!

Photograph

HOODS.

on

he One and a half
Center, opposite the toot
with
the
This
is ibe well-known
lot,
vi?£r,ulSjlli
JneSUa
SUckney house, and Is sold to close up the
heirs
Podtive—the
out of the
residing
State."

J.

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

We have

-given at

CALL AND SEE IT.

a

WEAR l

There will be series of SIX ASSEMBLIES

HAS

Which Is

DOTS

premises,

wooden

'“JV

PLAIN AND FANCY

HOODS,

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES,

PORTLAND 2.

received a new article for Christmas and
New Year Presents:

The

/

Ami Owe at |1 that haw heea Bwlllag at
1145 aad frwae that ta 58,50.

great

—

J. E. FIOKETT, 28 Market

doz
hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1JS0 each.

HOODS,

DANCING,

LANCASTER

—

! i I P i!!

I
—

Dee

No. 51 Ex<Jhange Street.

Bee 19—dlw

doz Sontagz, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.
«
«
«
<•
dox
sec each

MECHANICS’ HALL,
On Saturday Evening, Dee. 23d,

ROBINSON,

_

for

Taking

Dancing Academy,

term at his

Polkas, Polka Quadrilles, Waltzes, Waltz Quadrilles,
Varsou vienne, ltodowas, Prince imperial
Quadrille,
&Cm will be taught. Term consists of 12 lessons.
Tickets for the Term, $6.00 a couple.
Single Tickets for Gentlemen,
$6.00
“
•*
9,00
Ladies,

Anri those
wanting a suitable present tor somfl of
their house-hold wul find a large collection of

I

new

FANCY

Desks,

nice and cheap, with

very

Pocket

fbr instruction in

Every lot will be sold

Real Estate at Auction.
Dee 37, at IS o’olock 11,
WEDNESDAY,
ON the

3

___

20

TO

i1

*

i

MEN AND

SHAWLS.

JUVENILE BOOKS!
some

)

SHAWLS,

AND

New and fresh,
variety oi

HOOP SKIRTS !

They

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

A

WOOLEN GOODS!

10c pr.

—

224,

This sale must take place.
and warranted perfect.
Dec U—dtd

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Square,

for yourself.

soe

46c pr.

Here it Where we Put the Knife in.

FRIDAY EVENING, Dec.

Sheetings, warranted all pure flax, looo yds
bleached and brown Linen Table Damask of all
widths and qualities. 70 pleoee Unea Sheeting,.—
#0 ilos French, Scotch, and Irtoh Towel*. «u do*
N»pkln*. 4* do* Doylies. « prs Blankets.
80 pieces

Stock of

f

HALL,

FRIDAY, 22d, at U o’clock, I ibaU tell BOO
ON
fjf, M. 11 nnd 12-4 Russia, Irish, and Scotch
Linen

Crash.

We would

100 doz. all wool Hose, ladies, 20 gauge,
100 doz. Childrens’
Balmoral, 4 sizes,

December 21st, 22d and 23d.

Opera Glasses $6.00 to $15.
WRITING-DESKS, PORTFOLIOS, DRESSING

Ufiedto
Tear.

to

list and they win be dispelled.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

From 63,00 I* 63,00.

STORE,

163 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eo,btm.

EYEBY THING MUST TUMBLE!

HOSIERY.

FAIR!

SWEDENBORGjAN

Boxes from $1.00 to $10.

..

And Musical Theory.

HOOP SKBIT3 ABE TUMBLING!

MORBIS, Manager.

as

JEWELRY AND TOILET

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic
lty of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness t<
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lilt
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

Comprising all the

These sales wfl) be under cover, and bald without
regard to weather.
HENBY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

F.DWAKD M. PATTEN,
Awclioaeer,
Naw Satee Bwa lg
Exchange Si.

CLOAKS ABB TUMBLING 1

If yon have any doubts read the following Price

J. L. SAPHORE, Stage Manager.
LOUIS A. ZWISLER, Treasurer.
MORRIS BROS., PKLL St TROWBRIDGE,
Dec 21—dtd
Proprietors.

SQUARE.

I

Cloakings and Trimmings

SKIRT GOODS ABE TUMBLING)

*>*••

Every Saturday mt 11 o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, eo> ner Federal and Mu, st»
where Carriages can be stored and Horse# botrded 11
desired, previous to or after the sale.

large aaMrtment ol

CLOAKS I

FANCY GOODS ABE TUMBLING!

Any assertion,

DIAMOND!

LON

a

present

complaints.

j

ROUGH

COMING,

a

DBY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

Evening, Dec. 25th, 1865,

Price* of Admiesiant—Gallery 35ct8; Lower
Floor 50 cts. Box Office
open Thursday morning,
Dee- *1, from 10 tin
2, aad every succeding day.
tCJT No extra charge for Reserved Seats.

wiss^tr

receiving, direct from New York,

-JlKD-

pre-

Married Life!
—AN®—
000,0

consists of selection oi nice and valuable articles, which any Gentlemen may be proud,
OUR
to
to his

WHERE

Electricity

ever

now

_

Electrician,

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat
permanently located In this city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, andcurin*
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will cay that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician fbr twertfw17*

one

Monday

[Paine’s,

MARKET

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
W.

CHRISTMAS IS

Buckstone’s great Comedy of

Xo. 6 Free St.

DR.

(T^*The greatest combination of Talent
sented to the citizens of Portland.

Congress Street.

Dec 21—d2t

NEW

Elegant Wardrobe,
Superb Properties.

CHRISTMAS

—

Bath, Dec. 21.
Johnson Rideout, one of the largest shipbuilders in this city, died this evening, aged 70

^ears.

Markets.

New York Dec 21
Bales 900 bales of Middling Uc^

Morton

1

AUCTION!

Are

Previous to opening the above establishment will
appear as above, when will be presented sterling
English Comedies and roaring Faroes.
The Splendid Orchestra,

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

Auction Sales.
.T

"■

Sound the Glad Tidings! LEACH, BARTLETT k PARKER, Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e,,
AT

CONTINENTAL
THEATRE CO.,
FROM BOSTON,

FOR SALF. BY

Military Appoint! ants.

j

—

on

young minds of the heroic scenes of the war
for the Republic 1
Don’t cheat the children, Messrs. Publishers of Boston or New York I
Give them the
best you have or can get—it will be none too
good—but above all give tbcm truth!

j

Foreign

THE

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

juvenile literature where

sponge-staff, and whom we should
call Seargent Jasper, is, we are assured the
gallant Mr. Hart, replacing the banner which
the guns of Beauregard shot away.
Something looms up out ot the distant smoke, like
a frigate’s top right in the
range of fire.—
Profitable, all this, in creating exact ideas in

Mobile, Dec. 19.
The ship Roger A. Hem, with 2700 hales
of cotton from Mobile for Liverpool, is wrecked on Land Island.
Suppossed to be a total

The Home went into a Committee of the
on the President’s Messsage.
Mr. Fisk controverted Mr. Stevens’positions
1
and denied that the Southern States were out loss.
He urged the admission of
of the Union.
Sandy Hook, Dec. 21.
Noon.—The brig Prosper, from Bordeaux,
representatives from that section, so as to se- I
is
on the bar, about 1,000 yards from the main
cure the restoration of the friendly and political relations heretofore existing.
shore, opposite the east Deacon. The sea is
Mr. Raymond, of New York, was glad to see
making a complete breach over her. No comindications, oil the opposition side of the munication can be had with her. The gale,
House, to support the Union. If these indica- 1 is very severe here, with a high sea.
2 30. P. M.—Brig John, A. Tracy, master
tions had been exhibited during the war, we
should have been spared the lives oi thousands from Philadelpliia for Boston, is ashore at
Horse Shoe, Sandy Hook. She lies easy. She
of men and the expenditure of rivers of blocd
and treasure. He said the ordinances of se- lost both anchors and chains.
cession were simply a declaration of purpose [
Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 21.
and determination to secede.
Whether prac- 1
This place was visited last night by the
!
tical effect could be given to the purpose deheaviest wind known for years, accompanied
pended on their ability in tbe held. The ef- by snow and sleet. Great damage was done
feet was not a success, but a failure. Who did
by chimuies being blown down, etc.
not wish that day might speedily come when i
The following are some of the effects of thewe shall have a great republic, one and indi- I
gale last night:
it
has
ever
been
before,
than
visible, stronger
j St. John’s Church turret was damaged and
He controverted, at length, the position of Mr. windows broken; spire of the New Universa! list Church rocked so
tire
States
in
that
reStevens, denying
lately
badly that it crumbled
hellion were ever out of the Union.
The the
capstones and dislodged some of them;
House, by adopting such theories as those of part of the roof of the Conner office was
Mr. Stevens’, viz.,—“That we waged a war
blown off; the smoke stack and part of the
against the South as a separate nation,”— 1 roof of the Buffalo steel works were blown
could not talk about the treason of Jefferson down; the steam barge International was
Davis; nor about loyal men in the South, if blown from its moorings and carried down the
the South were an independent power. There
Niagara river some distance, and a large numwas nothing in the opinion ot the Supreme
ber of chimnies in all parts of the city were
Court, in the cases quoted by Mr. Stevens, to blown down.
show that the rebel States were an independFrom Savannah.
ent community, or separate nation. A separate nation would have the right to contract
New Yobk. Dec. 21.
debts, and we, being conquerors, would be sucSteamships Hunter, Nevada and EnterMr. Ray mond repeated
cessors of the debt.
17th
prise from Savannah,
inst., has arrived.
that wc have to deal with tbe Southern States
The Savannah Herald says a Convention of
under the Constitution. He contended, howInternal Revenue Assessors and Collectors for
South Carolina, Alabama, Florida and Georgia
ever, that new guarantees shall be given before tbe South are admitted to representation.
will be held at Atlan ta, on the 20th, to regulate
He was as anxious dow as ho was during the
the system of assessments and collection of
He
would do taxes.
war to see the Union restored.
dissever
the
as
the
rebels
bad
to
Union,
nothing
The General Assembly of the Presbeterian
He looked on the South
in vain attempted.
CJiurcb of the South, convened at Macon on
as part of the Union, and was pursuing such
the 15th?
He was
a policy as would have the best effect.
It is reported that a serious difficulty has
will
but
confiscation,
require
imposing
against
occurred between the whites and blacks in
representatives from the section to be loyal Emanuel county, Georgia, but no particulars
and national men, representing loyal contitu- had reached Savannah.
ences.
The proclamation of martial law at ThomMr. Jeneks, of R. I., said he did not wish to
asviile, arose from several unprovoked attacks
become compromised by any speech here, upon negroes by City Marshal Atkinson. He
when no question was presented for their con- inflicted wounds
upon one with a hatchet, on
sideration.
account of the arrest of one of the Lamors on
rue committee rose, wnen resolutions reitie cnavge ot being engaged m the recently
ferring to various branches of the President’s developed great cotton swindle. The Mayor
were
message
passed.
recommended martial law, he being unable to
Mr. Ashley, of Nevada, appeared and was
repress lawlessness among many leading citizens.
qualified.
The Speaker announced the following genThe steamer Falcon had been seized by Gen.
tlemen as Regents in the Smithsonian Instilirannon tit Savannah, owing to the refusal of
Messrs. Pat- her owners to allow
tute on the part of the House:
troops to be transported
terson, of New Hampshire, Farnsworth, of Il- on her from Augusta.
linois, and Garfield, of Ohio.
The Speaker announced the following genVarious Items.
tlemen on the Committee on Rivers and MinNew Yoek, Dec. 21.
ing: Messrs. HtgliUy, ot California. Ashley, of
The New England Society, of New York,
Nevada, Cobb, of Wisconsin, Strous'e, of Pennsylvania, Grig", of Michigan, Asldey, of Ohio, will celebrate Forefathers’ Day, on Friday
Henderson, of Oregon, Allison, of Iowa, and evening, December 22d, at Delmonico’s, on
14th Street. The occasion will be one of maikNoeU, of Missouri.
Mr. Conkling, of New York, asked leave to ed Interest. The following distinguished peroffer a resolution requesting the President to sons will l>e present:—Hon. H. Me Culloch,
communicate to the House any report made Secretary of the Treasury, Gov. Smith, of N.
bv the Judge Advoeate General, or any other
Hampshire, Ex Gov. Lane, of Indiana, and
several other distinguished persons.
officer of the Government as to the grounds
Joseph
Choate wilf preside at the dinner.
Jeff
O.
C.
which
R
Davis,
Clay, Stephen
by
The
from
and
David
held
in
Yuiee
are
has
arconfinesteamship Cuba,
Havana,
Mallory
rived. News anticipated.
ment.
Mr. Johnson objected.
On motion of Mr. Alley, of Massachusetts,
Destructive Fire.
the Committee on Post Offices were instructed
St. Lotus, Mo., Dec. 21.
to inquire into the expediency of establishing a
Nos. 2 and 3
Buildings on the levee,
national system of telegraphing, by which all between MarketCity
and Walnut Streets, occupied
telegrams will be forwarded under a similar by Underhill & Eaton, grocers;
H. Holton,
system to our present postal service, within the sail loft, and Greer & Co., com merchants,
exclusive jurisdiction of the post office depart- were burned last
Loss
§75,000. Holnight.
ment.
ton’s loss §75,000; insured §50,000. No. 4 was
Mr. Banks, from the Committee on
■also nearly destroyed. Loss not ascertained.—
Affairs, reported a resolution accepting the in- No. 1 was badly damaged.
The two latter
vitation of the French government to be repwere owned by S. W. Wiggins and
resented at the exposition at Pans in I860, ap- buildings
valued at §75,000.
Insured. Nos. 2 and 3
proving wliat lias already been done by the were owned by Robert Campbell.
Secretary of Stale, and providing for the appointment of clerks in connection with the
Miscellaneous IHspatehes.
commissions. Passed.
Mr. Kerr introduced a bill, which was referrKearney, Na. Dec. 21.
The thermometer at 0 o’clock, last night,
ed, lor the relief of loyal and innocent part
owners of personal property captured on acThe snow is from
was 29 degrees below zero.
count of criminal acts of others part owners
one to two feet deep between here and Neof it.
braska city.
Mr. O’Neil introduced a bill relative to the
Philadelphia, Dec. 21.
of
$100
founded
the
bounty,
act
payment
by
This morning a passenger way train on the
of July 22d, 18til, to the loyal representatives Philadelphia and Trenton Railroad from
of men who enlisted during the year, and who I llolmesburg, was ran into when crossing the
left their command without authority, but Reading railroad at the Junction, by an ensubsequently returned and were killed in bat- gine of "the latter road. Both engines and
tle, or died from wounds received in service.— tenders were damaged. Nobody was hurt.
Referred to the Military Committee. Ad-

GIFTS I

CHRISTMAS WEEK,
Commencing Monday, December 25th,
five nights only :

book, written by

ftdl page print of the same. But alas I it is one
that has done its duty in making Young America acquainted With the history of the Revolution.
The fort is being stormed by a party ot
British grenadiers, pointed hats, cross-bolts
and all, while over them waves an unmistakeable St. George’s Cross. The fort is
defended by Continentals, with ten-pounders
of the model of 1776, and towering above the
colonial soldiers are two cocked-hatted and
mounted generals, and two immense banners
of the stars and stripes pattern add dignity
to “the position.”
This is to teach 1865, how
Massachusetts soldiers drove the Rebels out
of their fortifications three years ago. Another
cut in the same series is still worse. It Is an
old print of the bombardment of Fort Moultrie made to do duty as “the capture of Fort
Sumpter and the Rebels.” According to this,
M^Jor Anderson’ men wear three-cornered
bats-are ignorant of the use of friction-primers
and fight behind barriers of palmetto logs.—
A ferocious figure on the ramparts holding a

j

Whole

a

There is quite a vigorous description of the battle of Roanoke Island—with a

ure
it can govern this country through anybody.
He had no fears that the President would sep- ing signatures to a petition to be presented to
Congress, preferring this mode rather than the
• arate from the party that elected him, to which
he is bound by honor, by principle and by ballot, of expressing their wishes.
interest.
He has made no issue with Congress, and Congress has made no issue with
Heavy Gale in New Tor/i—JTarine IHsaetert.
I think it our duty to give the Presihim.
New York, Dec. 21.
dent a manly, generous and honest support.
A tremendous gale is raging here.
It comTo look with hope and confidence, but to be
menced about six o’ciock this morning.
The
ns inflexible as destiny with-the cause of imferryboats on the river are making long paspartial and universal liberty in the country.
aud
sages,
many vessels in the harbor are
Mr. Sauisbury denied that he said the ffemocralic party would come into power through ; dragging their anchors. A schoouei was towrecked
at Sandy Hook, this moning, at
the agency of the President. He said an ap- j tally
prehension of something of the kind seemed : Long Branch. The Captain, wife and three
of the crew were lost. Two of the crew were
to exist on the other side of the Chamber.
saved. Another schooner is also ashore two
Adjourned to January 5,1800.
miles from Long Branch, full of water.
No
UUUBU.
The resolution tliat the government ought one on board.
The bark Enrique from Buenos Ayres, is
never to recognize any government imposed
ashore near Fort Hamilton.
upon any nation on this continent by the
3 15 P. If.—The wires between here and
arms of any European power wa3 referred to :
the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Washington were somewhat damaged by the
A resolution was offered endorsing the heavy wind storm this morning.
Long Bbangh, N. J., Dec. 21.
President’s message and pledging the support
Noon.—The schooner ashore two miles from
of the House to the principles enunciated.
of
this
is
Laid over until the Kill
January.
place, the James Crandall of Fall River.
A resolution was passed enquiring into the Crew saved. The other schooner is the Emeline
a
to
of
Hickey, from Philadelphia for Pawtucket.
admitting delegate
repreexpediency
She has goDe to pieces.
sent the District of Columbia
Capt. Fisher, wife
Numerous resolutions of inquiry were then and two seamen were lost.

passed.

author of

ot the war.

Authorities, a test question was presented today as fb negro suffrage. About 7,000 votes'
were recorded against thus
extending the
franchise, and only about seventy- five m fa-

vor.

popular

these gross and palpable frauds are attempted
on the children.
A good deal of the story is

aud seriously injured.
In accordance with the resolve of the City

Northern States.
Mr. Wilson replied, in favor of the bill. He
combatted the idea that the democratic party
is coming into power either through the agency of the President or any’tody else. It must
have reconstruction and reorganization before

HOLIDAY

ures are

Washington to-day. He conveyed the prisoners Winder, Duncan and Gee to the
respective
points to which they had been ordered- Win-

Lane, the Post Office
instructed to inquire into the
expediency of abolishing the franking privilege, except upon written communications.
Mr. Wilson introduced a bill, which was referred to the Judiciary Committee, to maintain and enforce the freedom of inhabitants of
the United States.
Mr. Stewart called up the Senate's bill to
secure the freedom of the States lately in rerebellion ; and addressed the Senate in reply to
Mr. Sumner’s remarks of yesterday, and controverting the theory that the Southern States
are out of the Union and that they have been
reduced to a territorial condition. He also arwas

HALL.

IDEEIRHSrO-

RICH HOLIDAY GOODS

Frauds on the Children.

Miscellaneous.
'"

an

New York

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

Presents.

_Holiday

..

Aniei it

D. Dotv, deceased.
The Bureau of Recruiting and
Equipment
in the Navy Department has in Its
possession
some four hundred
discharge and settlement
papers belonging to soldiers transferred to the
Navy, and which will be iorwarded on application to the Chief of the Bureau.
Every
transferred soldier who has not received his
discharge papers, is invited lo apply, stating
his regiment and other
particulars, to prevent
fraudulent applications.
By a recent order o 1 the War Department
the settlement hereafter of
clothing accounts
of volunteer soldiers discharged since March
.Id, 186o, the same amount of clothing will be
allowed as in the case of
regular soldiers.
Capt. Waldbridge, the Military Superintendent of the Old Capitol
Prison, returned to

a

Committee

From California.

Washington, Dec.

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Friday Morning, December 22,

Washington.

■30* MthitmT, 1
L. O. *. »weat.

PORTLAND, UR.

I

_

Kg Sweat will be In Washington alter the let of
JannarT end will attend to any business an trailed
to him before the Supieme Court, Court ol Clalma,
or

any’of tb. Department.._dcSOtt
For Sale.

rflRE Two-Story Brick Houac and Lot, No. 3 Fora
1 street. Enquire on tM promisee. The house

ha* eleren finished room*.
decUdSw*

GE8BGK LORD.

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Olotha,
At
A. D. REEVES’,Tailon,
•
Not 4—dtf
98 Exchange St,

A~

_

*

-—-———-■

Poetry*— -—J

—.

==t~—jr^n^

-—

Fee
I

—

For Sale.

The week is post, the Sabbath dawn comes on
Rest—rag in fcaaon-tliy tLill/ tell i*done:
And standing as thou BtanJeat, on ilie br.nk
Crf what is gene, is now. aid soon shall be,
As ouo that Hambies in eternity.
For aacU 88,tills now elosing wo«x is post,
bo ftticbadvancing tiiim wm olwe my last,
Sue1! us to-iuorrow shall thy nwiul l)g„t,
01 Vie vernal luoiniug bail my sight.

How

can

1

SINGLE

a

EITHER

a

Lost!

^

CHECK drawn

Mathews ft Thomas, on
dated Oct. 26th or 2Tth,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has beyn
stopped. All parsons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by
returning It to
W- W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.
Nov 23—dtf

by
A Canal National Bauk,

House in a highly respectahlo
few minutes walk from Post Of-

Enquire at 123 Cumber.and St.
21—dSt*

Dec

For Sale.
Stock and Futures of a Grocery and Prov ision Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade.
Location one of the best bast in the city, It being a

THE

picked

Agent iA.efpry town, in the fct ate of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing foi a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

For particu'ars enquire at this office.

gajfeey-u-

Valuable Hotel

Let every gay young gamboleer
tkrocc games bewar

Property

Tenement Wanted.

FOR SAFE!

And only play wi„h gentlemen
Who spread upon tne squar,”

Wanted.

..

store.

corner

“I laid four dollars on tho board,
1 boo them wun by wuu.
The firrerdcoler got my chcoks,
TUI 1 at last hod none.
cut

brick

rent,
TOneighborhood,
floe.

A dent that no
While every moment swede tho vast amount.
For tiie week’s duties thou hast g*v. n me strength,
And brought me to its peaceful ciose at length;
And here my grateful ojsjui lain would raise
A lresh memorial to thy glorious praise.

of

Let^

House to

WSIMA'W!
address Tenement, Box 1603.

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

*wo

MARBLE

lUve.

fully sensible of the great per.peak
plexities of the negro question and rally aware
how difficult it must be to imtroduce political
without social fusion, or to bring
out real social ftision between races severed
from each other by color, by a physical antipathy, and by the fatal memory of the time when
the men of one race were masters, and the
men of the other were their slaves.
As you know, we abolished slavery at great
cost in our West India possessions.
We
found, after a patient searching and judicial
examination of the system, tha. if we did not
abolish it, it would bring upon us the judgment of God.
At first we substituted a term of apprentice*
ship, llut we found that apprenticeship was
slavery under another name, if it was not

Suaiity

one

Btorles, containing

the aggregate, one quarter of a million of lashes, and 5U,000 other punishments by the treadwheel, the cluun-gang, and other means of legal torture.
vve tnen aoonsneti apprenticeship,
uut we
could not change the ex-slaveowne: ’s heart,
and in our somewhat exaggerated and indiscriminate devotion to parliamentary institutions, we have allowed his propensities too
much scope. He has, by various machinations, excluded the great bulk of the negro
population from the exercise of the franchise,

To Let

tb« negro freeholder of Jamaica; audtbe
Governor himself complains that many of the
disaffected are not poor and Ignorant, but persons of property and education,
which, without indu.try and a capacity for
knowledge,
they could not have obtained.
The London Times is of course Justifying
the Governor and the ex-3laveowners in their
Inhuman severities, and demanding that the
negro, as an incorrigible barbarian, shall be
put again under the tash. But I contess that
If I were compelled to put
anybody under the
lash on the ground of barbarism, I
should, on
the evidence before me, choose to
put, not the
ex stave, but the ex-slaveowners and the
managers ottbe Times.
A- ab events, X trust that the
negro race
will not be allowed to suffer In tbe
judgment
of all nations and statesmen for the
alleged
faults oi the negroes in Jamaica, until judicial
inve .ligation shall have placed tbe whole case
o. the negroes in Jamaica and of their
enemies
fairly "before the world.

Yours, Sec.

Oxford, Doc. 2.1S65.

Goldwin Smith.

or

At

THE

P. D.

Patapsco Family Flour!
Received,

Just

AND FOE

B ALE BY

BO GEES & HALL,
*
61 Commercial Street.

CHASE,
Dec 16—dlw

Nova Scotia Potatoes and Turnips.

1800 BUSHELS POTATOES,

Yellow Turnips,
and lor Bale

125

Landing from Schr. “Pilgrim,”

term ot Tears.
occupied by Charles

500

bushels of Danvers

DrNmJevbli,a,tKd-mizuu£iI>"1>'‘icl*n>
yourown

wlm4wyu^bStDfmanfl'0m

Schulbof,
S£ata-

Rheumatism In all Its forms. Do not
suaenrom this disease when rolici is so
easy and

«„%;*•«”»»

Bit its

and

Store,

uo

medicine.

g&apsssast sen a tyz.
Dec

C jnsultation free to all.
7—d3m

PBOF. LIEBIG’S
AND

rOoiTioHCHILDfiEN
INVALIDS.

highly nutricious and pleasant food, so twjtvular in Germany and England, was devised the
past year by the celebrate 1 chemist, Baron Liebig 0f
arc deprived of the mother's
Berlin.canJiifanfswho
be made healthy and strong by ths conmilk,
stant uuo of Ibis foo l. And invalids, those who re
conjm npfive, dy speptic or feeble from any cause, will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting*
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists 3C1 Congress Street, have made arrangemsnts to prepare this food
perfectly pure and fresh,
In large quantities.

THIS

TTDlVlti„bv
*lltho Apothecaries.
Co., Wholesale
ft or 24—dtf

Agents,

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets

And Lard.
£~~- *•

»

*

n

>•

■->-»

£

_____

VJ

Assets $697,000
Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Brick Store

corner

Commercial and Franklin

I

Streets, at present occupiod by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.

Assets

~.'Fy

A * ft i I jr*
Beal Estate

C. W.

jfl

Dec

for Sale.
Middle Street, known

and LO r No. 37
as
the L’ayson Hense.
House and Lot corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
St». Terms easy, in suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37f Middle St.
JulylldU

HOUSE

Co., of Springfield,

Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartford Conn.,
Assets $360,000
Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,
Assets $300,000
New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Go’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!
Assets of the New York Branch,

fl 03 ^

of New Y

Buildings, Stocks,

solicited,

and

Steamboat.

LIFE
And

O

Glass-mr ers’

Lead,

For Sale.

tSk,1 Hael^k

by Druggists

gene, atly, and

Commercial^.

General

THE

*87

Pearl

St.,

162

Red

Dealers

88
25
190

Co.,

Agents,

NEW YORK.

Middle Streot.

)

For Sale.

th© palate, cans© ho pain, act
require increase of dose, do not
elderly persons, females and childexhaust,
Two taken at night mov*
ren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
a
cure
all
for
of
the
promise
Dyspepsia,
symptoms
such as Oppression after eatiug^Squr Stomach, Spitting oi food, Palpitations; also, fi©adachu, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver C'omplnint. Iajss of Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail IrAguiaitUc*; Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenpes just
Faintness, *rc.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
i*hat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
ceil)S per box; small boxos30 cent!.
pale by J.
S. IIARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Troinont
Temple, Boston. Will bo mailed to any address on

three-story BRICK TENEMENT, No. 14
That
Brow* Street—a very desirable talaenco—In

completetcpnir.
Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.
Hmulreaf
D. H. INGRAHAM,

enclosing 80

Middle Street.

House lop Sale.

july4dly

cents.

of
three-story Brick House No. 70,
THE
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has ail the mod-

e.

wood,

No. 10 Control
Portland, Nov. 8,1865 —Istf

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warauted to euro Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
DR.

Wb£tf.

Lungs.

For Sale.
A LOT In Evergreen Cemetery,

..V

nue.

sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN ft CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Sole Agents ipr New England.
Boston,
*
kJISt cuff Hi SfiOT £ fox)
taoirt ii)u
For

on tho main
AvoSaid lot ie composed of two lots in pno,
lfor

afcwsare*
Nov 4—dtf

rrr*

J

1

THE INDEPENDENT

Electric

1,500

06

Company

U Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK.
January, 1865.

house and lot

corner

ot

Lin-

JKs~ ■sSE issauraa
’*™
““

DR. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY ha. cured
thousands of the worst eases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a
Tiles.
perIt is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per botflecure.
GEO. C. -GOODWIN St CO., *8 Hanover Street,
novlOdOm
Boston, Sole Agent* lor New England.

_

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
Risks.

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and #or which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re*
and 6

were

40

the

$19,691,020
12,863,730

The Company has Assets, over Eleven Million
Altars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York
Ufocfc, t'itjr, Bank and other Stocks,
$4,97f.7t>C
i.oans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,950
Premium Notes and Bids Receivable,
Rea.' Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
8,140,680
United States Gold Coin,
S41,89f
Cash In Bank,
288,430

•11,138.60

To be Let.
A FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
“dLxchsnge
Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
rw
Goods
business, or for tho manufacture of
or
ofBaotsland Shoes. Will be vacated thisClothing,
month’<£
information inquire of DR.
NEWTONrMfu™p
118 K*cl>apgc street, up
stairs, or
ofi
coiner of Milk mid
Exchange Streets.
fp/,rt7
n'Vcfi
Portland
,8opt. 19th, 1S65.
dff

Shingles for Sale.
llne, f
80 OOO M0STL.I
a! n“°avw

ft™raw'10

Portland, Dec 7, 1865.

far ni

"

*

f, i,

1t;

*

r-T

T5?,L,w0prletor‘

of the

qy

,Z

Union Wharfln Portland

am.horSUthcm‘!mt^niri Char.ter be amended
Stone Walk wUh«£J.>2.i, iose tbe“ w>iar1' with
SS

81

to

a

W. P. PHIL-

D«« 4, IMS.

A. K. SHUIiTLltFF.
K’ °’
SONANT,

(

undersigned having formed & copartnership
under the style of
Pettanglil & Fullum,
and having purchased of G«o. L. Churohill his stock
and stand p ill continue the Grocery and provision
Business, at 374 Congress Street, where by a strict
attention to business, we hope to merit a continuance
ot the patronage so liberally bestowed upon liim.
J. C. TETTENGILL,

THE

Portland, Nov. 20,1863.

i

W&KtfjBSZ « ^enfufme.

Copartnership

Wharf

l^nittee.

Notice.

O. W. FULLAM.
del6dlw*

Copartnership Notice.
rPIIE Copartnership hereto ore existing under tin)
A name of -H. K.l '< KlsKiN it SON
will be continued sifter this date under the
style of

PERKINS,

JACKSON

Wholesale and retail dealers
np 1 WOOD, Sawyer’s W hari,

.^oc 21,1863—dtf

*

CO.,

in LUMBER, COAL
foot of High Street.

-tlab.P /.iWASitl/A .03.1

Win Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,

William E Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,

Joseph GaHard, Jr,
J Boory Burgy,
Cornelius Grinned,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,

B J Howland,
Benj Babcock,
Fletch r Wostray,
Rob B Minium, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chauncey,
•eorgeG Hobson,
James Law,
Ala via Lane,
Chas U Marshall.
; mes Bryce,
John D Jones, President.
Ghablks Dbnnip, Vioo-Presldent.
W. H. H. Moons, 2d Vioc-Pres't.
I, H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary.

Royal Phelps,

Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,
Danol 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,

Applications received by

J. W HUNGER, 166 Fore Bt.
Keb21edlmllmeodfcw6w

PORTLAND,

nrvri A YEAR made by any one with
Stencil Toole. No experience
access ry.
The Presidents. Cashiers, and TreasurSent free
er, of three Banks Indorse the circular.
samples. Addross the American Stencil Tool

iVorka, Springfield, Vermont,

ocSdSpi

[tnu-, pr BUSIN'ESS SUITS, bf the best Canada
« Grey, made to
nov4dtf

we

wrote to Mrs.

irank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
>est of her judgement she should think it ten or

W Exchange St.

Passage Tickets for the Steam-

change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.

as

and Moose Head Lake at

TO

BE

DISPOSED

OF AT

ONE DOLLAR EACH,
Without Regard to Value. Not to he Paid
for until you know what you are
to receive.

SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLES!
All lo be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !
300
150
600
500
1000
2500
600#
3000
2000
5000
10000
250
250
500

Castinets,

200 to

Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44
44
44
44
44

30 to
Chafing Dishes,
Ice Pi cheis,
20 to
Syrup Cups, with Sal vers,20 to
Goblets & Drinking Caps, 5 to

Castors,

15 to
to
Dozen Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
TableSpoons* Forks20 to
Genta’ Goldliunt’g-CaseWatched to
Ladies’ Gold * Enameled Hunt.35 to
ing-Case Watches.
44

Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20

600
60
100
50
60
60
20
5>
20
40
100

90 Exchange Street.
Fares from $4 to £T lower via. the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
JS. P. BEACH, Gen. A£t.
I WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
276 Broadway, New York. |

PKINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

to—dfim

Important

to Travelers
rweggsrsan

TO

West, South,

THE

-FOR-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT
St.

from Portland te ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all noedfttl information cheerfully furnished.
Tr&vkller9 will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure T la rough Tickets at the

Por*lait'.f Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street* iup stairs.)
YV. D. LITTLE* Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old

Line

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this oilloe.
March 30,1865.
marSOdfcwtf

AT

PAHA

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

20th ot each

I

44

44
44
44

8

44

4 to
Eardrops,
Coral,Opal * Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
California DiamondBreast-pin.s2.50 to
Gold Fob and Vest Watch-kcys2.50 to

8
6
10
8
10

44

3 to

signet

7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and

Gold,

8
6
10
20
8

44
44

44
44
44

44
44
44

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

10

44

10
11
1C

"

5 to

15

44

15

4*

10

44

10

44

Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
Holders,
6 to
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension

44
44
44

44
44

15 to
Holders,
25 44
5000 Ladles* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
0
0
50
Hair Bars
and Balls,
5 to
10 44
Certificates of tnc various articles aie first put Into envelopes, soaled up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of
Jewelry
on our list for Ono Dollar.

Send 25 Cents for Certificate.
In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for lorwardingthe Certificates, paying the postage and dor
ing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate Is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 fbr $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in th$ Country, ana
those acting as such will be allowed IQ cents op every
certificate ordered by them, provided their lomittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

Is now ott'eredtotlie afflicted throughout the country,
alter hiving been proved by the test of eleven years,
In the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.
THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabotes.Dlfflculty ol Voiding Urine, Bleedfrom the
and
Bladder,
Gravel, and other complaints.
Kidneys
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial il you would learn the value of a good
and tried mclhiinc. Ii is pleasant, safe and sure.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
ldghly approved medicine. Dr. J. W. Poland,
the
inventor, has the confidence of many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
Usefully many years as a Baptist minister. Ilis experience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued iu his mouical discoverv.—Boston
Watchman arut Reflector.
The Editor oi the Manchester Dally and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the
r nr
Is a

Compound.

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at m uch
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has onoo
used It will bo without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, It is sure to kill a cold mid pleasant as
sure.
The greatest inventions oorno by accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
tor Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is_
Wo cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from woli-known men. Besides the character of Dr
Poland is suoli, that wo know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a
Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, be made .he
discovery
has saved himselt, and called out from Bunreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for vears and
neTOT
know a more conscientious, honest, upright man.
and are glad testate that wo believe whatever Jie
about
his
Says
White l ino Compound.”

Iddch

HAYAXA,

Will leave on FRIDAY, the 29th December, and
will call at Para.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam-

ship.

letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
All

17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO
CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Dec 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

Or,

Boston

JuneIGdtl

N4.3TolRW»

DK. HUGHES particularly writes all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Innovating Medicines are unrivalled in eiiicacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.

Philadelphia
Line.

Steamship

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, anti ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of ob
structions alter all other remedies have been tried iu
vain,
it is purely vegetable, containing
in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taxon
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with fall directions
I>K. HUGHES,
by addross'iiig
No. 0 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

now

EVERY FIVE

DAYS.

From Long Wli&r Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whari, Philadelphia,.at. 10 A.M.
Freight for the YVest forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Wharf, Boston.

nothing

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of tbfMi
A lady of experience In constant attend

own sex.
a:ice.

Calais and

Eastport,

Janl.lSC3d<&wly

Coe’s

St. John.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World's Great

On and af cr THURSDAY, Dec. 7,
Brunswick,* apt.
'cave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St, every
5
at
o’clock
i\ ji, for
Thursday,
Eastportann St. John.
lit burning win leave St. John every Monday at 8
▲
v. for Eastpcrt, Portland and boston.
At Eaatport the Steamer “^ueen" will connect
for St Andrews,Robhinston and Calais with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway tor Woodstock and
Uouiton stations.
8 age Coaches also connect at
Eastport tor Machias and intermediate places.
Atfct. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for

Windsor, Digby

and

DYSPEPSIA!
and a'l diseases of tlio

STOMACH AND
One Bottle Is gua ran teed to

Drspepsiaiu

Dysentery,

until 4 o’clock
C.C. EATON. Agent.
Portland, March 20.18C5.
dcOtf

Summer
THE

Sick Headache.
Sickness at

Ague.
Colic Pains,

•nd In e*ery instance regulate* ami restores to a
healthy eoditiou a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to Uke healthy food without dange- t>r distress from ir. it is the most wonderful
remedy and
thd most speedy in Its action, tier known to the
world No oue will do without it iu the house that
h,s ever used it ouee.

Montreal,

Will, until farther notice, run as
follows;—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
‘every Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M and ludia Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, W'ednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, ai 6 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
42.00.
Freight taken as usual
jFST
The Company are not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exoeeding $30 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passengor for
every $300 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
fob 13,1863 -dtf

rov

THAT ABE

of it.

rrice Oue

make just
Dollar per bottle.

one

trial

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
New Haven, Coon.
PHILLIPS t, CO, and J. IT.
PEBKIFS + CO., Agents, Portland, Me.
H. H.

HAY,

Lyon’s

notice,

Wharf, Portland, overv WKPNFHM-> *n'^ leave Pier

? Northdt?|ATl,KDA v1 ai4 **

tr

F

Periodical

vessels

are fitted up with
ocoommodations for passengers,
making this the most speodv,
safo and comfortable routo for travellers
“d Maine
Passage, in State

A

between

T?,r^

SCIENTIFICALLY

Room,
IM.OO. Cabin passage *6.00. Heals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to axd from MonJohn

St

°b*°’ B“*or'B*th>

Shippers

steamers

For Sale.
good land,

good orchard ot aoout 3)0 trait trees. Also a
large Hoiue and Barn. Sold In portions to suit purchasers.
For An ther particulars inqntro of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Dec 7—eod&w3w

W || you are tn want of any klpd ol PRJNTIKU
cal) at the Daily Press Office.

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Eastpori and

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

requested to send their frotght te the
early u IP.M. ox the dxy that they
1

are

u

loave Portland.
For freight or paa?are apply to
KMEXi k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland
A CO., No. 83
Street,
New
Mav J9, 1886.
du

4’e.t

“^ROMWkiLL

“There i«

no

Better than any

Powders I

or

at all times

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

TARRANT’S

CASES

especially forbidden In the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. U. Sold by

COMPOUND KXTRACT OP

Druggist* everywhere,

Copaiba,

•
T®
X ea of the

use

For all Female

such Word as Fall.”

Cubebs and

Pills

and is safe to

C. G. CLARK Jt CO., Gen'lAgent*,

and Speedy Cure for all dlseaeMadder, Atrtnrya and Urinary Organa,
either m tho mala or female,
frequently performing
a perfect core in the short
space of three or ,'our
in *ew time Xhxn
*“7 other prepa£SELmaf
ration. in*‘Tav8
the use oi

For

IT. S. and Canada.

J. IK. PERKINS ir CO: IK T. PHILLIPS Ir CO.,
and U. H. HAY, Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

Tarrant* Compound Extract qf Culcbt and

Copaibt

d

or oh an ye of diet
?' a'ullnen'ent
,orm
°f a l,aste- F 1- entirelv taftc-

Coe’s Cough Balsam !

l.“J .!XP
00 0oP!eas 'nt sensaiion to
the polifi»and.,Ciu808op-enre
gyljy,B0
l in the It is now acknowledged by
learned
profession that in the above
elu^nra
axd
ars the on/r

?^'.°rd’!,1a,v-CBb®b*
two remedioa known that

No Medicine ever known will euro

Copaiba
be rolled at on with

ean

Doughs, Colds, Group, Asthma,

certainty or suocoss.
Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cukebs and
Copaiba JVK VER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAH BA NT * CO..
97» GreenwiohSt., New York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.

any

Influenza, Whooping
OR

Notice!

Price

Call.”

P.

O. Box 471.

No. IAS South H ater

3.0. CLARK A CO., Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
IK. F. PHILLIPS tf CO., J. IK. PERK INS Ir CO,
md H. H. hay, Portland Ale., lYkolnalr A*nl,.
August31, JbSo.

eod&wlyr

Reference*—Messrs.

St.,

Illinois.

G. Bewd’esr k fo; Msynard k Sons; H. k W. Chlekerirg; C 11. Cumnrngs
k Co; Chas. U. Utoue; Hallett. Davis k Co; Boston.
J. N. Baoon. it-q, President Nswtnn National Bank,
Nswton.Hasi; C.B. Coffin,Esq, N.Y.Clty. tebAdly
S.

llolng Only !I5 Cents!:
and Is for rale by all Druggists.

TER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping l,v quickest

Chicago,

so that the
Itiawitl.ia

loosens It

the reach of all. the

W. SYKES,

routes.

as

patient can expectorate freely.

OP

cheapest

quick

[tdoesnotdrvnpaeough.but

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD, BUTand

REL1KVR

COE’S COUGH BALAAM •’

mann»r. and

..

Coughf

& CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

_maj8S6dly

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

large and valuable Firm belonging to the EsTHE
tate of the late Daniel Appleton, Esq., of Buxton
Cent
of

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Ld°8AiuRDekB«4Vo%l[«rpri(WKDNK3l)AY
These
fine

J.

acres

to

8old by Druggists everywhere.

The splendid and fast Steamships

a

abou* 175

BVFFMB1XQ,

Webexofyou ifyou are sick,

Tb'KET Si WATSON,
68 Unil>n st->cor- Middle.
*
Nov 2#—dtf

conmprising

Stomach,

Heartburn,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.

dispatch. We also put In eompletc order Skates, Scissors, Knives,
Ac. “Give us

e,

of

instantly

8tomoeh
permanent cure for

STEAMERS'

Vau
witu

a

cure the wor»t ense
one dose will

and in fact a'l diseases
proceeding from the
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and

undersigned, having formed
aeopartnership, are prepau-e 11, repair
ot FAIRBANKS
S'cTr de“rtIrtjton
tlle neatest

with

and

Fever and

Arrangement!

Forest City, Lewiston and

e

Cholera Morbus,

days of sailing

on

m.

p

existenc

BOWELS I

relieve the most agg. a rated attacks of

Dali lax.
Through tickets
or the clerk on board.
No

procured of the agents
Passports required.

Remedy

-FOR-

E. B. Winchester, will

We, the

ESTABLISHED

WELL

and

Medical Infirmary,
THE LADIES.

TO

as

For

arranged for Concert,, Lecture,, Exhibitions, Levees, dec- may be obtained on apnltcafelCHAip COLE, Superintendent,
tion to

Electic

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Copartnership

Vegetable Fulmonary Balsam!

MECHANICS’ HALL.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in suck cases, and a
full and licaltliy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so <>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street’, Portland. Mo
ty Send a Stomp for Circular.

THE

58 Liberty St., Jiew Fork City.
Nov 4—d3mos

Nov 10—d*w6m

a^ain

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

BRYAN BROS. & CO.,

Coughs, Colds aud Consumption}
in 1832, and ttm the best known
remedy for all affections qf the Lungs, Throat and
Chest, Be cftrelul to get the genuine.
REED. CUTLER A CO,, Boston, Proprietors,
Small, 50 cents.
Large Bottles, $1,00,
Pure Cod Liver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER A CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil
ol the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.

P. M., from Pier 43 North

wUlantil further
SS?1“mOD,
Brown's

44
44

at 3

urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often la* found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkL-li hue,
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which Is the

the

River,

_

ooMiPO'cnsrri

each

8
10
20
10

Sleeve-buttons,

month,

on

iCapt W. W. StJr,^3|^i«,CUE8ArEAKl.;,
SyfclSSana YKAXCON1A, Capt. U.

WHITE PINE

44

There are many men at the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a munnei
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

W. POLAND'S

44

doz.

TRIP.

‘Will dispatch regularly,

England Bemedy.

Dr. J.

44

70

3 to

New

44

OTHER

EVERY

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

New England Screw Steamship Co

THE GREAT

44

•

_

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

18

44

to
to
to
to
to

3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Ac.,
4
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50
44
44
40 0 0
magic spring, 10
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, Ac,
2
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4
10000 Stone Set and
Rings, 2.50
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2

Thomas, Fernamhttco,
Every Trip,

And Bahia,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE1

LITTLE

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Gaiena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fro. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets

44

and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep.—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wo are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some o*
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they bail
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time a»e
made to rejoice in perfect health.

United States Mail Line

Freight rooeived

North-West aud the Oan&das.

W. D.

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

the Steamer New

Trunk

August

Agent-,

CNE TRIP A WEEK.

Office,

14

Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70
Watches,
Diamond Rings,
50 to R)0
4 to
Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
30

Ribbon-slides,

LITTLE,

Office 31 Exchnn|(e St.
Passage Tickets to SAVANNAH and NEW
ORLEANS, bv Steamers ironi New York, secured on
early application as above.

TO THE

General Western Ticket

“

Genta*

7500
4000
3000
4000 Fob and Vest
5000 Sets Solitaire

B.

IF.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

90

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Net Vous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, arc
the Barometer to the whole system.

to

Railway. International Steamship (Jo.

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
44
44
with Bells and

200
5000
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6
2000 Chatelaine Chains* Guard Chains,5
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches*
4
6000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine

6000

Skowhegan,

and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at V asand for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
\V* HATCH* Train Manager*
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

salboro’,

E.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

sailing rrom New York, on the
1st, 11th, and 21st of each month,
may bo secured by early application

Dec 14—dtf

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via AnR.), Augusta, Water ville. Kendall’s
droscoggin
Mill', Skowhegan, and Intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A INI., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets fer all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Denots. Passengers with through tickets going east

JAS.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be tbe solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurcr years,

ers

RAILWAY,

Commencin'!: December, 11,1065.

APPLY

Only 1

Second Cabin, $130.

Steerage, $75.

Canada.

RTS

by the test svphil-

who would be competent and successful in tbetr treatand cure. The inexperienced genera! practitioner, having neither opi>ortunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with th^ir pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an inclinenminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Via the Pacific Mail Sieaw»!iipCo«’it Line
and Panama Railroad#

uiXLLuui-ffgn
On and after Monday, Nov. 6/A, 1865,
litrams wi 11 run as follows :—
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Aubnrn at 7 35 a m.
Mail Train lor Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This train connoots witli Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Seeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
m o above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
810 a w
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
1 45 p, m.
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

ind in

Studs, Ac.,

_lU

John D Jones,
Charles Denote,
WH H Moore,
Beery OH,
Wm j(J Plckersgill,
Lewis Curtis.
Charles ii Russell,
Lowell H< lbrook,
R Warren Weston,

rely on,

500

ATLANTIC

Jeemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1863-4
i>or cent eaoh.
1'ho Profits for 22 Years amount to
sum of

could

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
■hat she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she

500

State op Massachusetts, Bampden Oo., ««„•
Springfield, Nov. 1,1665.
{ Stamp. I- Then appeared AbOah W. Chapin, Presand
Sanford
J.
ident,
Hall, Secretary, above named,
and made oath that the foregoing statement Is true.
Before me, WM. CONNEU. Jit., Jus. of Peace.
E. WEBSTER fc SON. Agents,
declSd3weod
No. 74 Middle Street.

gation

very singular one—they never saw one like
t—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
vvhat the disease was. Some triends advised that we
thould call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in

Half Million Dollars Worth

10,000

First Cabin, $300.

I

case was a

600

8,000
Atlantic N. Bank, Boston, 1,500

Mutual Insurance

MadamPermit me to tender you my sinthanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
We called
last January in a very singular manner.
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

generally conceded

Rates !

Per Steamer of 21st December

jbne23tf

PORTLANDIKTNNEBEC

general j ractiee;

in

physicians

from inexperienced
for it is a i»oint

ograpbers, that the study and management of’these
complaints should engross the whole time oi those

FOR CALIFORNIA,

Ljijimiiii^a&ijl1865

Grand Trunk

Clear Case of C£aibvoyant Sight.

we

Londondery an.l Liverpool:

Reduced

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $00 additional value.
C. J. RRYDGES, Managing Director.
N BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
novAltf
Portland, Nov. 1, LS65

must know

ment

To CO MMENCE MONDA Y,June 26th
Trains leave Portland. Grand
Trunk Station. for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M.. and 1.25 P.M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewistoh at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at‘215 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at l r. M.
Stages eounect with trail, s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line
C. Af. MORSE, Supt.

wock, Athens

From 018 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp's block.

Providence that

to

miroh

that remedies handed out for general u-c should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience In
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all tbe duties Le must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostruniN
aud cure-alls, purporting to be tbe best in the world,
The un
are not only useless, but always injurious.
fortunate should be PARTICULAR in selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet inconuovertphysician,
able fhet, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment

$60 to $80
$25
Steerage,
in
Gold
or
its
Payable
equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
11. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. U. Passenger Depot.
declldtf
Portland, Dec. 11th, lWi*.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridge-

!

Physician

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Every intelligent and thinking

Cabin (according to accommodations)

■

Fare

Liverpool.

--*

will

-AND-

TBF4T&EB:

For Sale,

MANCHESTER,

20,155

Second N. Bank, New Ha-

Cash,

comer

Rufus

Pynchen N. Bank, Spring-

2,600

Passage

It.

MRS.

cess.

Return Tickets Oran ted at Reduced Rates.
Tlie Steamship HIBERNIAN, Capt. Dutton, will
Kail from thi* port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 23u
December, iiitiu.iliat.ly alter the arrival ot the tram
of the previous day from Montreal.
To dc followed by the Damascus, on the 30th.

fc*3gjfjj*g^§axcepted)

500

4,500

Oi .which here has been redeemed by

i

improvements and is hi excellent eondit.'vu.
The house can be examined any dhv.
For terms, &c., applv to

T !

16,200

2,600
N. Bank, Monson,
4,500
Hampton N. Bank,

to

nale !

A

THRO

or recently contracted, entirely removing
dreg* cf disca:^ from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the aftitclcd to the
tact or his long
standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance Uf his shill ai.d suc-

Mails.

S.

and

.Londonderry
_■

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Ot

«

standing

B'Xiked tu

Passexuee

Portland. Oct 26 1865—dtf

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

800

3,700
3,675

Carrying the Canadian and U.

Portland to Skowhcgau via Watervilie
aud Kendall'M Mills*

5,400

3,700

30. 1865,
farther

Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Man son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newlield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Sacoarappa for South Windham, Windham 11111,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.

GRAND TRUNK

lie can be consulted privately, and with
utmost confid«iH.e by the athicted, at all
lrom 8 A.M. to 9 P. M.
those who are suilering undt-r the
Iir. H.
atfiiction of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting Ids entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, be leels warranted in ClUABuanteeino a CCHE l>' all Cases, whether of ionjj
tiours

the

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. m.
and 3 40 v. u
*• Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800 A. m, and 200
and 5 30 p u.
The 940 a m and 200 p m. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
^""Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

Waterville. June 22,1865.

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

the
WHERE
aily, and

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

-AND-

800

2,900

$06,500 $73,045
shares Western Railroad,
$8,800 $11,792
share* Bo*ton & Worcester R. B., 2,500
3,300
shares New York C. Railroad,
10,000 10,150

never

—

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

5,100

3,300
-'

3,600
"

Hadley Falls N. Bank, Hol-

shares Second N. Bank, Spring-

PLEASANT
promptly,
and tor

Valuable Real Estate

101

field,

2,410

$250,02J

T,

HOW, Agent,

welve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
rom the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
hat all may sec for themselves that this statement is
.eally so. I am confident that the child could not
lave lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
.ve feel as though she never could he repaid for her
drill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tf
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,18C5.

2,200

Losses adjusted and not due,
*30,167 46
Losses adjusted and resisted,
2,000 00
Greatest am’t Insured in one risk, 15,000 00
ABIJAH W. CHAPIN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

HK UNITED STATES PATENT EIGHT for !
MARSHALL’S IMPROV ED ANCHOR.
Jfor further particulars
enquire of, or address
GEO. l. kembalcT
Tlrm of Stereils Farrman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

Nov 4—dtf

10.051 69

*221,30 *250,24
Interest accrued and unpaid,
$4,716 90
Debts to the Company secured by mortgage, 49,930 00
Lows on collator. 1 security,
2,000 00
Bank Stock as per schedule,
73,048 00
Railroad Stock as per scheiiule,
2r,?42 00
1,054 43
Mice, Furniture, LI rury, &c.,

FERNALD,

■

1,358 04

$14,000 $14,405
Chicopee N. Bank, Spring-

shares John Hancock N. Bank,

80 Bhares
ven,
15 shares

Spring Street.
house containing nine rooms with good
out-buildings. Enquire of

FOR

yoke,

cester,

HOUSE

------

In conform-

Agawam N. Bank, Spring-

field,

brv 100 mdt on
Two storied

Dec4-tl

The

Monday. Oct

No. &

succeeded about tlie middle of January by ttcaanttn
“TUNAWANDA,” John Derry, Commander, living suijerior accommodations. Fort1,eight1>r patoSEe
WM. C. KINSMAN & CO.,
apply1 to
3 India S reet,
Or to
BRIDC1E, LORD & CO.,
6 India Street.
deo2I dtf
Boston, Dec. 19th, 1865.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

90 and 99 Exchange St.,
Portland.

Dec. 18—d3w.

On and after

EBggSfT???"l

$607,201 64

Dear

Maine:

10 shares Merchants Ex. N. Bank,
New York,
6 shares Mechanics N. Bank, Wor-

^nd Land on. the corner oi Brackett and
Spring streets. Lot about 50 feet on Brackett

87

19,136 00

cere

—

83,000 7-SOD. S. Bonds,
82,625 00
Bank and Railroad Stocks.

51 shares

LEAD,

Fop Sale.

:

TIIE

Cash on hand,
Amount of cash in hands of Agents and
»
others in course of transmission,

45 shares First
8 shares No.

by

ROBERT COLGATE &

For Sale.
Dwelling House and Lot ofLand Ho. 3 Mont
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 x 50 fcet.
House two stories, in good repair. Inquire ot
S. L. CARUlTON, Attorney at Law.
uovSdtf
No. 80 Middle Streot.

JAMES E.

ONity

ton,

and Refined.
&

12

CHAS. B. F. ADAMS,

JOHN

A

Capital stock,
$200,000 00
Assets of the Company, Including surplus over Capital,
50,023 06
-$250,023 06

36 sharos

etc.

For sale

Oot 41-dtt

OF

33 shares Howard N. B mk, Boston,
37 shares First N. Bank, N. Hamp-

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

_

Allw, Shm Knee* r
Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L' YAYL0I‘k C1

-ED

24,559

Justice of the Peace.

nov3TT&stf

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
First day of November, 1865.

Springfield,

LITHARGE,

Oil,

00

County ot Suffolk. J
Dec. 14, A. D. 1865.
[Stamp.]
Then personally appeared Aaron H. Bean, President anil George W. Kuhn, Secretary, of the National Insurance Company ot Boston, anil severally made
o»th that the foregoing statement by them subscribed

Insurance

the
with the laws of the State ol

field,

Jr,

in

00

CLAIRVOYANTI

INSURANCE,

Against ‘Accidents!
In the most reliable Companies.
The public are invited to Inspect onr Rooms whore
all information in regard to Insurance will be given
freely.

26

LEAD, Dry and

00

A. H. BEAN, President,
GEO. W. KUHN, Socretavy.
State of Massachusetts, I

Coastwise and Inland Marine Riuk*
Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

No. Hampton,

For Sale.

£f£p5f3H£*traiu2i will leave as follows, until

PRIVATE MEDICAL
|.ft

p.

PORT L AN D & ROCHEST ER R. R.

93
54

Ain’t of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00
Amount Premiums undetermined,
102.630 60

Before me,

and 2 30

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

75, market value 73.
10,950 00
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 103,
8,210 00
70 Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100,
market value 103,
7,210 00
66 Shares Shawmut Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 100,
6,600 00
187 Shares Boston and Maine Baiiroad, par 100,
market value 116,
21,692 00
160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad,
value
market
value
100,
par
125,
20,000 00
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Baiiroad,
par 100, market value 128,
8,960 00
30 Shares Port. Saco and Ports. Railroad,
par 100, market value 95,
2,850 00
$15,000 U. S. 6s 81 Registered Bonds, par
15,000, market value 15,900,
15,900 00
$10,0o0 U. S. Cs 81, Coupons, par 10,000, market value 10.062 50,
10,682 5 0
$15,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market
value 15,150,
15,150 00
$11,200 U. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, market value 10.867,
10,667 00
$10,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market
value 10,600,
10,600 00
$100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100,
mar ket value 100,
100 oo
Amount loaned on collateral securities,
27,300 00
Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marine
risks,
27,991 64
Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston,
4,753 20
Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid,
744 25
Amount Loaned on personal security,
57,300 00

Tools, &c.

Par val. Mkt.val.

Manufacturers of PIT '.E WHITE

NE second-hand Engine and Boiler (IB horse
power) all complete.
Second-hand Shotting and Pullles.
One new horizontal Engine (6 In.
cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (8 in.
cylinder.)
One small 3 horse power
Engine and Boiler.
Also, seeonfi-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
All kinds oi Machinery promptly made and
repaired.
I?* VIN!,i Agent, No. 11 Union St.
Dee 2—d2m
Portland, Me.

ket value 103},
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 101,
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par

is true.

u.

it

09

lliig Office.

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
PartfStalar attention given to insuring all kinds of

140 shares
field
22 shares

and Linseed Oil Co.,

five nice HORSES for SALE,
fh
«K1 cither 'or Harness or Saddle, or both.—
be
seen
at the RIDING SCHOOL
May
fPTl*
—
nov.4 d4w
STABLE, South Street.
or

1500
and

Lead.

Atlantic V iite Lead

Horses tor Sale Cheap.
Four

C and 8 Silver Street.

i

at

MASSASOIT INSUB \ NOE COMPANY,

SMITH,

Whit

For Sale.

Amount of Cash on hand,
1,033
Amount of Cash deposited in Hamilton
Bank,
20,583
Amount of Cash in hands of Agents,
1,947
Amount ofloans on Beal Estate secured by
68,000
Mortgage,
2142 Shares Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,
market value, 113,
242,046
170 Si ares Shoe and Leather Dealers Bank,
market
value
100,
130,
22,100
par
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, mar-

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

—

SALE BY-

4th, 1865—dt I

$200,000

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

ggp|

The two-story Brick llouse No. 46 Danforth
Bill Street.
JAMES E. CARTER,
MSI I .quire oi
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Nov 18—dtf
Second National Bank.

*

$576,000

Portland, Nov. 1, 1865.

•.

-FOB

SPRING.

A. A SL E.

Sept 21—dtf

$1,035,000

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,
Ins.

Leave Boston for rortlaudat7 30 a.

CAN UK FOUND AT Hl.S

IeaTe
WlliL
v‘e .*5? V V>n.?,W,larf- B“‘«. for
T T
Havana, ab iut tb first 1 January, anil will

M.

LIABILITIES.

29 Exchange St.

«
50
NEW DRIED
50 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
5010 lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
50 TUBS PURE LARD,

aueesel

A8SETS.

Total Assets.

JOHN E. DOW & SONS,

GREENING

St.,

Store to Let.

cpHE
J.

$360,000

r.

t'KAJiClS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. G, 1SC5_dtf

Amount of Capital,.$300,000
Amount of Capital actually paid in,
300,000
Number of Shares and par value, 10,000—$30

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

of

son

$560,000

Assets

v

Stock
Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson Block, No. 37$ Mirid'e St. Apply to P. IjOO BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
the
S.
at house No. 42 Middle
1(10
oc6dtf

$1,000,000

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

63F“<!)ccaii,

and 1-8

1-4,

Apples, Butter, Cheese,
9

r

Dr-give*

Assets $1,313,000

Farm

BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
^5, Snperior Yello'w Meftl lor Table Use, for
sale by 7
CHASE BBOTHKRS,
Head Long Wliarf.
Doc 14—ts&t tl

1

For Sale and to Let.

Catarrh1 with

I

Lorillard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,

Flour and Meal l

Bags
i _C>

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

a* ten 11,.0?9’
^artless, Ncuralgy,
if evils, 1 conic Werkuosses and Com-

fr Jo,,

Niagara Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,300,000

Binding Certificates Given

No. 28 Lime St.

9—d2w#

Dec

particulars, enquire

or

$1,518,000

and 220

Frelglittraint leave Portland and Boston daily.

Issued.

give

of

Assets

a. u

Dtt. J. B. HUGHES

STKAMHHU'
OOHTf,'/[
A. W. SAMP30K, Commander,

Nov. 6 1763, l’rssanger

Leave Portland for Bus ton atS4C

1865.

WOPEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPET
DAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies

by

received
Onions,
JUST
fur Bale at One Dollar per bushel, at
S. P. BARBOUR’S Produce

a

rooms

pupil

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

Onions, Onions!

Two-story Rrick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at great bargain.
For
of

W., on
premises,
Portland, Me.

$1,430,000

On and after

LBHffjSS'.'gri

»^f4?^££kTraina leave as follows

of

$1,537,000

A. D. WHIDDEN,
No. 12 Union Wharf.
Portland, 8th Dye, 1865.de9d2w«

For Sale.

happy to Inform the sick ot Portland that he has
IS taken
at

who will
him a caU.
Dr BtWNELD is no professional
humbug from
Now York, or some other remote
whole noth.
io„ s known of turn, (although lieplace,
has been a

Assets

Hampden Fire

Boston.

Merchandise.

SEVERAL

Healing Physician,

Wlier; he will exercise his unrivaled powers of healing (not only acute but chronic disease) for those

Co., N. Y.,

Assets

House Lots for Sale.
iluely locatoil House Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three miiinlos’ walk irom 'he Cape Bridge.
oi
E.
N. PERKY, at the SbemPs Office, PoitInquire
land, where a plan oi Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayI3tf

BUNNELL,

Kingsbury's Hotel, 203 Congress Strest,

Iniuraueo

Assets

em

DR.

Metropolitan

LOCKE'rT,

No. SM* Doaue Siren,

Nov 21—:od5w*

-j—,-r-

octlikltl

OIL;

Grocers and country merchant disponed ;to push
the thing, may mak^tfery llbcrsfr i^raiif emeints. Alfor the sale of the Safety Lamps andBurners.

JAMK£

Offices are rep-

Insurance

by this Agency, viz:—

Assets

so

MARTIN CORK,
Five Cents Saving Bank.
a

following First Class

Maine,

chimneys.

G’UMVre*! St.,
Portland, Mo.

Lease for

in

FLUID.

BURNING

Store and Wharf now
H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square It.,
with a two story building thereon, 20 by 75. For fur*
ther particulars inquire of
JOSEPH TT. WHITE,
No. 6$ Union Wharf.
may25dtf

at present appears, otherwise than In hot
blood. On the other hand, we learn, even
from the adverse side, several remarkable instances of negro mercy.
As the case at present stands, there is nothing whatever to prove peculiar, much less in-

yet been proved against

to

16—eod3w

Dec

Yet the massacre scarcely extended
beyond the scene ol the original collision.—
Very few atrocities were committed, so far as

first.
This is all that has

Every Town and ViUaye

This Is the host and most carefully prepared article in the market; non-explosive brilliant in ilame.
frde from coloring matter, and trom smoke an t smell
in an unusual degree.
Burns with or without

^To Ijot*

(BWease apply

The

resented

Enterprise Insurance Co., of Fhila.,

Local Agents for the Sale ot
LOCKETT’S UNION ILLUMINATING

VTEW building near the head of Center Street, will
XX be fitted up to suit tenants. The chambers will
be a desirable location for a Dentist, Dross Maker, or

counter.

was

bn.

13 rooms,

july25dtf

in all it branches.

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

ANTED

Elizabeth.

At9tt

**

Life and Accident

Insurance

place for Galves-

same

LITTLEJOHN ft CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart.

closets, &c., all in
c >mpJelo order.
Also well arranged Stable aud outbuildings. The lot contains oft.000 feet, and for beauty af.location is unsurpassed in this vtciniy.
Term easy. For paruculai s enquire at
.vo

at lugh-

Ports,

Aug. 29—dtl

desirable residence in Capo Elizabeth,
mile from Portland Bridge. The house is

AVERY
t

hypocritcal
forms of law, 60,000 apprentices received,*ln

delible, ferocity in the negro race. Bather
the reverse. But the whites of the island, the
English officers who have been corrupted by
tlil Uandishmonts of that depraved society
(for it L deeply depraved), and, sad to say, the
Governor hiin-eif, have c mmitted such atrocities, that If the home government were to fail
in its duty of vindicating the character of this
country, it will be time for an Englishman
wno cares for the honor of his nation to look
out for another home.
No evidence of a wide-spread conspiracy, or
of a conspiracy of any kind, lias yet been produced by tiio.o who were most interested in
producing u, since tne proof that such a peril
existed would, as they well knew, be tne
only
possible excuse (justification there could be
none) lor tbeir violations of humanity and
law. Ad the evidence before us tends to show
that the disturbance was local and
accidental;
though the di.content of the negroes may
have been a3 general as, it is to be feared, it

^1-S' To load lumber at

-A—*— r~r—-+s—?-ri—-*-t—
Real Estate foi* Sale,

Cape

Also,

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.

JOS. ILSLEY.

In two years, under the

made the Assembly an organ of his own prejudices and interests, and by caste legislation
created among the negroes a deep and natural dissatl.iaction which, w.thout any org..n
ized conspiracy, is no doubt always ready to
break forth in local manifestations of discontent,
The intentions of the home government,
and its action, so far as it has interposed, have
been uniformly good and just. Its veto has
probably prevented greater excesses of caste
legislation, e-peciaiiy In the direction of vagrancy laws. But it has not kept power
enough in its hands.
Tnc spirit of the negroes had been embittered by di-tress, caused by a long drought.—
A dispute arose as to the ownership ofan estate from which a legal claimant was seeking
to eject the negro occupants who had settled
upon it. In the course of the dispute, a collision took place between the negroes and the
legal authorities. The negroe3 surrounded a
court house in a tumultuous manner. The
riot act was read to them. Perhaps they did
not very clearly understand It or
distinctly apprehond the cjniegusncss which the disreof
it
involved.
gard
Tney retussd to disperse.
They were then fired upon by a paity of volsome
of
and
unteers,
them, it appears, were
killed and wounded. They then rushed upon
the party who had filed upon them and tore
some of them to pieces with circumstances of
great atrocity. It was a most shocking scene;
but not nearly so shocking as many that have
occuriel in French and Irish
insurrections,
where the mob bad not boen fired upon and
had received no immediate provocation.
No doubt the feeling of the negroes
against
the dominant caste was unchained by this en-

M
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In

for English and Irish
est rates of Height.

B.,
.v,

V

4s

nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
ol the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to briqg it to, its present si age of. progress,
and it Is believed that notwithstanding tlib present
enhanced prices, it can be completed tor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms oi sale and other particulars, enquire of

as one

Fire, Marine,

Wanted.

the undersigned, is oil t red tor sale aud can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage Of live hundred and
seventy-live feet. It is Five Storks High, and contains about two hundred am: fifteen apartments Jet
the useqfgueUf, beside* tour capacious stores, aud all
the most approved modern convenances for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent Judges lo bo hilly equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in alJ respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other part

Tlie U. S. Mail

Incorporated June 18,

Thirty Million Dollars,

A'essels to load deals at St. John, N.

*2

2b the Editor! of the Boston Daily Adnertieer:—
The second mail from Jamaica since the
outbreak of the so-called Insurrection has now
fthly delivered its content*, and the English
pub.ic arc In a position to form a tolerably accurate opinion as to the nature and significance oi the30 horrible events.
Nothing has occurred to prejudice, in the estimation of any impartial observer, t.ie character or the ciairns of the negro race; though
many things have occurred to demonstrate
the impolicy and injustice of allowing the exslaveowner to exercise any power over the ex-

■——--

--v--—....

Oa Middle, Willow aud Silver St..,

The Events In Jamaica.

worse.

HOTEL,

STEAMER FOE HAVANA.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

*

over

Please

Oct 10—dtf

LETTER FROM OOLDW1N SMITH.

|

Fire Insurance Agency in the State.

Lauics or Gentlemen. Remember that
WM GRACE ft CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav,nus and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM, GRACE ft CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

POKTLAND

On

i.

Medical.

6f tlie condition of the

Agents,
NATIONAL INSURANCE CO.,
OF BOSTON, MASS.,
29 Exchange St., Portland,
the First day
November, 1865*
LARGEST
Capital represented

Wanted,

Agents

19—dlw*

Railroads._ _Steamboats.

Insurance

-T

J

— —-■—>

STATEMENT

7

".'T-

uecl8dlw*

OFFICE.

Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

Dec

Box 368 P. O.

d2w

JOHN E. D0W4 SONS”
MAINE.

Rooms furnished or unor without hoard, at
IT

and Suits ol
fhn lshed to let, with
Free Street.

of thanklbilness,
iut-IU^enoe can count,

was

dccl9

To Let.

and

The following touching poem
up la a rebel camp In Georgia;

please' state kind of business, profits,
amount el capital
necessary, anil an onterhsecHl iufonnalion. Address
WILLIAM GARDNER,

~

praise tliee, Father 1 how exptass
reverence

answering

13

*

Tnon tbou, in ev try storm hast sheltered me,
Be in a.b tho wing ol thy benignitv:
A thousand graves my footsteps circuit went,
And I exist—thy m-toy’s monument;
A thousand writhe upon tho beds of pain,
1. lira, and pleasure bows through every vein;
Wait o’er a thousand wretches waves her wand;
I olicl d by ten thousand mercies stand.

My deb. of

respectable business wanted—one that
would give out ot Hoorfexegcise prafenred. Those
ALIGHT,
will

Auctioueom^xchan^^^
No.
Franklin St.

Dee 20 dlw

ihsHiy L....

Wanted.

Business

A

Miscellaneous.

—.

-~----TT---

GOOD three stor> u'jUs. with fourteen i'nished
Lot 32 hy
rooms, with good cellar, cistern, &c.
75. lfrtwf3.200. .Suitable lor tw faminesj t
Also,—A ttuee at city House, cantdoing isurWtb
finished rooms, with collar, cistern, and a lot 33 by 75,
Convenient for two families. Price £3.600.
Also,—A two story House, with twelve rooms finished, good cellar and cistern. Lot 35 by SO. Price
$3 000.
Also,—A small two story House,containing six finished and two unfinished rooms, with cellar and cistern. Price $2,000.
n
For par icalars and plans, oall pn Henry Bailey &
>
Co.,

BY liULV.KB.

Up^ifb’s^i'ark.’itony,

|

Insurance.

~~

Saturday Evening.

tiresome,

Let.—

aad to

—
Tbt

t
*

Term! and bo convinced of their

r over
le public
* ess Sore

rarxrRtri-

everything elao of the kind ever tflVrtxi to
fer ftronehitis. Coughs. Cold». 7/«o *.
Fhrocu, Catarrh and influenza >uu.»i-

0 »s test4moi.iais irom the
Clerirr, and othem, ac•
)mp*nying pach boa. For vale by th* principal
I raggitu throRghoBtthe oity.
»ay27eodu

%

